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Prooosed dorm
site is released
By Joanne Marino
The Ad Hoc Committee,
assigned to reassess possible
sires for a proposed 600-bed
dormitory last semester, recommended the women's soccer
field located behind Snively
Arena as their primary site.
Executive Vice President Gus
Kinnear said he has been investigating the site's feasibility
since the president received the
report prior to winter break,
and has found some major
problems with the site. His final
recommendation is due Feb. 15.
University President Gordon
Haaland established the committee after his original choice,
made last October, met heated
criticism. The Ad Hoc Committee consisted of faculty, administration and students representing a variety of interests
within the university.
The report was given directly
to the president. Members of
the committee refused to comment on which site was recommended, pending a statement
from President Haaland.
Dean of Health Studies Roger
A. Ritvo, chairman of the committee, said the members a,greed
not to discuss their decision until
the administration had a chance
to see the report.
"We were not asked to give
the report to the university but
to the president," Ritvo said.
Kinnear s·aid the problems
with the site the committee was
proposing include parking, rel- .
ocarion of the women's soccer
field, stability of the land and _

the importance of using that
land for other purposes in the
future. He said while the committee acknowledged some of
these problems, they were not
expected to come up with solutions for them.
"The committee did an outstanding job to narrow the site
with the resources and time they
had to work with," Kinnear said.
"They didn't have enough money to hire a consultant."
The site President Haaland
originally ·favored was not recommended by the Ad Hoc
Commmittee.
"The main problem was it
(site 5) went west of the railroad
track and clipped the equestrian
program," Kinnear said. He
attributed one of the reasons
for the sire's rejection as a
"psychological barrier" of cross- Though not groundhogs, these children
ing the tracks.
weather. (Ben Frazier photo)
re~~~~y=~~;~!?:~r~::~i~:~lr,
was brought rn to access the
possibility of moving the eques-
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cility services. Be said Grounds
While it's been a mild winter and Roads just doesn't have the
in New Hamshire, the deep personnel to clear the snow as
freeze has hit the UNH budget. fast and as well as it should.
Wednesday is the deadline for
Facility Services has 20 vaall university departments ro cancies that can not be filled
submit· their plans for budget because of_ a University Systemcuts.
wide moratorium on spending.
"If it snowed two feet tomorPresident Gordon Haaland
row, we'd be in deep trouble," and Dean of Students J. Gregg
according to Patrick Miller, Sanborn announced this week,
associate vice president of fa-_ in addition to. personnel vacancies, a freeze on travel, equipment and supply expenditures.
The UNH budget freeze
comes at a rime when the entire
By Michael Guilbaµlt
and 85 other defense depart- controversial closings. If con- University System of New
Pease Air Force Base, the ment facilities for closing by the gress does not act by May 11, Hampshire is preparing a $1.6
the bill will be forwarded to million rescission, in order to
source of the thunderous air- end of 1990.
President Bush. The bill is meet a three percent cut-back
planes constantly passing over
According to the The Waexpected to pass, according to ordered by the state in January.
our quiet campus, may be closing shington Post, Congress is
UNH must find $1.1 million to
The Washington Post.
soon.
expected to follow its pay raise
If and when the bill does pass, give back to the state.
A recent bill proposed by the process where bills are purposeThe cuts being made are
the ever-present KC-135 fuel
Pentagon to save taxpayers' ly ignored and passed on to the
attempting to leave academic
. dollars and streamline the mod- president for approval, to avoid
PEASE, page 17
programs unscathed, according
ern airforce, has slated Pease_ any political involvement in the
to Sanborn.
However, in a letter to the
University community (seepage
13) Haaland wrote, "This three
percent cut is cause for deep
concern and will seriously jeopardize our ability to provide
quality education."
A tempory system for approvals of expenditure requests has
been established in the colleges
and departments. Associate
Dean of Liberal Arts John
Kirkpatrick, explained that
proposed expenditures - from
a pad of paper to language lab
equipment to conference travel
money - must be deemed
"essential" and approved by the
dean's office.
Most college de a ns an d departm en t heads report tryi ng
to exis t for the rest of th e
semester on current supplies
and equipment.
Students in anatomy and
physiology labs are being allotted one paper rowel per person
to wipe their hands after carving
Workers at Pease Air Force Base are fleeing for higher · ground after recent Pentagon
cats, according to one student.
annou ncements. (M ike Parnham photo)
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· Kinnear said an engineer will
be brought in to identify problems strictly with that site. He
~mphasized their job as admin1strators. ~eans t~ey must make
the_ decis10~ ·wh!ch_ would benef1t the umvers1ty u1 the long
run.
"Gordon didn't make any
judgements. He said show me
do-ability," Kinnear said. "His
DORM, page 6
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The lab sections were told that
when the paper supplies run
out, they'll have to provide their
own.
Equipment needed in the
biological sciences, will have
to be put off until later, according to Thomas Fairchild, dean
of Life Sciences and Agriculture,
resulting in a "less desirable lab
experience," he said.
The freeze on travel expenditures means fewer faculty can
present research and papers at
national and international conferences, according to department chairs in Liberal Arts.
Robert Craig, chair of the
political science department,
said presenting papers and
attending conferences is vital
to the work and careers of newly
hired tenure-track faculty. He
said not many will endure this
kind of set back more than once,
before "they begin to look
elsewhere" at other universities.

·see related story,
pg.5
While academic program directors all report making "very,
very" difficult decisions, Alan
Prince, financial consultant to
the executive vice president said
the weight of the budget cut
burden is being ·borne on the
non-academic and administrative support areas.
For every dollar cut in the
academic areas, two dollars are
cut from the other areas, according to Sanborn.
A potential source of funds
being bantered around are the
reserves in some of the " auxilla ry " enterprises , which include the MUB, Resident ial
Programs, and Dining. Sanborn
said he could nor rule out using
those reserves, but did say he
"would not consider touching"
the Student Activity Fee (SAE) -::
BUDGET, page 5
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Cooki ng your eggsea ch day ke-eps salmon ellaaw ay
By R. Scott Nelson
Arden Varney and his friends
hurried downstairs to the dining
room of the Vermont ski lodge
where they were vacationing.
Because they had slept in, the
breakfast buffet, which was kept
warm by heat lamps, had been
sitting out for some time.
Varney placed two eggs,
cooked over easy so the yolks
were runny, on his plate. He sat
with his friends, many of whom
had also chosen eggs, or french
toast dipped in egg batter.
After breakfast, Varney and
most of his friends who had also
eaten eggs began to feel nauseous.
After he had been vomiting
for four hours, Varney's girlfriend called an ambulance. At
one point during the ride to the
hospital, Varney lost consciousness for a few minutes.
Varney spent the next day in.
the hospital recovering. He was
given four intravenous bags of
electrolytes to replace the fluids
he had lost through vomiting
and diarrhea.
"I lost six pounds in a day,"
Varney said.
Of the fifteen people in
Varney's group, twelve had
gotten sick to varying degrees.
All had eaten eggs in some form,
from the buffet.
Like an increasing number
of people in the Northeast, they
had had a bout with salmonella
poisoning, a condition caused
primarily by the ingestion of
the bacterium Salmonella enteritidis and characterized by
abdominal cramps, fever, headaches, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and occasionally death in
the very old and in the very
I

young.
According to The National
Center for Disease Control,
there are approximately five
times as many cases of foodborne Salmonella poisoning in
the Northeastern and MidAtlantic states as the rest of the
country. A pamphlet, issued by
the center, also said Salmonella
cases have increased by 50
percent nationally in the last
ten years, with an estimated
37,000 occurring in 1986.
Hank Ward, director of the
• UNH Poultry Farm, said no one
really knows why Salmonella
cases have increased so much
in the Northeast.
"All we know is that Salmonella enteritidis wasn't really
a problem a few years back,"
Ward said, "but there's been an
explosion in the Northeast,
especially with white eggs."
Ward said with the recent
increase in Salmonella, research
and eradicating programs,
which have been going on for
years, have been intensified.
Researchers are trying to find
if Salmonella can be transmitted
directly from chickens, who can
be carriers of the bacterium, into
their eggs, Ward said. This
theory is one possible explanation of why the number of cases
has risen so dramatically in
recent years.
"It is very hard to prove this
direct transmission happens at
all," Ward said. "When chickens
are carriers, they show no
symptoms. Once, a whole flock
was infected with Salmonella
enteritidis on purpose, and they
still couldn't detect the bacterium in any of the birds."
Ward said the egg industry

Salmonella IJOisoning has reared its ugly head around New England recently. (Tony Cafaro photo)
takes many precautions against are probably due to improper
storage, handling, and prepaSalmonella infection.
"Because Salmonella is on the ration of eggs.
"Most cases are in institushell of the egg, not inside, egg
producers have a system to wash tions, such as restaurants and
and sanitize eggs at the proper nursing homes, and from groctemperature, and to separate ery stores storing their eggs out
of the cooler," he said.
out cracked eggs," Ward said.
Although the amount of SalWard added that the egg
industry is trying to breed flocks monella in two properly cooked
of laying chickens that are not and promptly eaten eggs is no
problem, the bacterium can rise
carriers for Salmonella.
"The thinking now is to get to dangerous levels in larger
parent stocks of laying chickens batches of eggs, Ward said.
"If a couple of eggs are
negative for the bacterium, and
to keep it that way," Ward said. infected, then mixed up with
According to Ward, most others and left out for a while,
cases of Salmonella poisoning _ especially under heat lamps, the

bacterium will multiply to dangerous levels," Ward said. "Eggs
are absolutely perfect for bacterial growth."
Ward s·aid people need to
treat eggs like meat, adding,
"You wouldn't leave steak or
cream cheese out of the refrigerator."
The American Egg Board lists
several safety tips for handling
eggs.
• Buy only refrigerated eggs,
and store them at 40 degrees
For below.
• Do not eat dirty or leaking

EGGS, page 5
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NEWS IN. BRIEF
"What's that smell,
honey? Missiles?"

Trooper indicted
on sex attack

U.S. charges Soviet
Union with bombings

A weapon manufacturer is about to give buyers
a whiff of war. BEi Defense Systems is promoting
its "extraordinarily lethal" Flechette rockets with
scratch-and-sniff advertisements in trade publications. The advertisements, emblazoned with the
slogan "The Smell of Victory," release the smell
of cordite, the aroma that follows a rocket explosion.
"My advertising usually gets lost in magazines,"
said George Coutoumanos, director of Government
programs for BEi, who came up with the idea.

A state Supreme Court grand jury Wednesday
handed up a seven-count indictment against a New
York state trooper accused of sexually attacking
a woman last fall.
Trooper Robert Bennett Jr., 35, of Clifton Park
was scheduled to be arraigned next Monday on seven
felony counts, including two counts of sodomy and
one count each of rape, sexual abuse, coercion,
unlawful imprisonment and official misconduct.
Bennett was arrested last Friday and arraigned
in the Town of Malta Court. He was released on
$25,000 bail. The indictments stem from an alleged
incident that occurred last fall.

The State Department accused the Soviet Union
·yesterday-of continuing widespread bombing attacks
inside Afghanistan, charging that "unprecedented
destruction" has occurred as Soviet troops withdraw.
Department spokesman Charles Redman renewed
accusations made repeatedly in recent weeks.

Might _a s well face it,
he's addicted to love
~ed Sox star hitter Wade Boggs suggested to
a television interviewer Wednesday that he was
troubled for four years by too strong a need for
sex, but that he is over his "disease".
He also apologized to teammates and fans for
the turbulence caused by his former relationship
with a California woman, Margo Adams, and said
he hoped to remain in Boston.
Referring to his relationship with Adams, Boggs
said, "This is something that I'm going to have
to deal with the rest of my life.
"I was watching Geraldo Rivera a couple of weeks
ago and .there was a show on about oversexed people
and things like this. Geraldo had a psychologist
on there ... and they were calling it a disease.
"I feel that's exactly what happened - that a
disease was overtaking Wade Boggs and it just did
for four years.

"He'll always be Dad"
Billy Tipton, a jazz musician, lived life as a man,
appearing to have a wife and adopting three sons.
But a secret was disclosed when he died: he was
a woman.
One of the musician's sons, Jon Clark, said he
had not learned the truth until Jan. 25, four days
after Billy Tipton died at the age of 74 years.
Donald Ball, director of Ball & Dodd Funeral
Home, said Tuesday that he had informed Mr. Clark
so he would not have to learn it from the death
certificate. "I was just trying to break it to him
gently," Mr. Ball said. "I just didn't want ~i1!1 to
find out in a public off ice, It's been a very d1ff1Cult
thing to handle."
"He'll always be Dad," Mr. Clark said.

Green awaits jury
\

Jurors have begun deliberating the fate of Walter
Green of Manchester, accused of killing two little
girls, then torching their house on New Year's Eve
1987.It began deliberating W-ednesday after hearing
closing arguments and met for about an hour before
going home for the night.
Green is charged with two counts of 1st-degree
murder in the deaths of Holly Richards, 4, and her
sister, Kelly, 9.
The prosecution charges that Green killed the
girls in a jealous rage because their mother was
dating other men.
The defense argued that others had the same
motivation and said Green was in a M.a nchester
social club at the time investigators say the Richards
house was set afire. In his closing argument, defense
lawyer Richard McLaughlin said Green went into
Doris Richards' house the night of the murders
to steal things because she was going out with
another man. ·He charged the police did not conduct
a proper investigation because they assumed Green
was their man when they found those items in his
car.
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MUB Smokers left
outside in the cold
By Elyse Decker
WARNING.' Th e Surgeon
General has determined that
smoking is harmful to your
health. And now, the powers

at least pollute them outside.
But Donovan and Roderick are
concerned with the handicapped
students at UNH who smoke.
When the weather is like it
that be concur with that strong has been recently, they can get
advice. As of Jan . 31, 1989 their wheelchairs outside safely,
smoking isn't only harmful to but in the snow and ice, smoking
your health, it will also get you a cigarette can be e.v en more
kicked out of the MUB, if you dangerous to their immediate
decide to light one up inside.
health.
Smokers shouldn't be too
When asked, Brett Clemons
upset though. The New Hamp- explained that there are over
shire Federal Statute 155:45, 1,000 meetings a month held
effective Aug. 23, 1981, prohib- in the MUB. There just isn't any
-~_,...
its smoking in "enclosed public room that could be set aside for
·--·~.._,,___,,.,,.,r """"''"'•'·
places." This includes the MUB the sole purpose of smoking.
as an area "supportive of in- Ifaroomweresetaside,itwould
struction and subject to educa- be at the expense of too maq.y
tional administration including non-smokers.
I
but not limited to, laboratories,
But, as suggested by one lnterum Vice Pr~sident of Academic Affairs Charles Owens (file photo)
study areas, and libraries."
student, an ideal designated
So, for the past eight years, smoking area would be in the
the smoking students at UNH back of the MUB Pub where
were treated to a privilege that there is already an enclosure.
is now disappearing. The reason
Smoking, defined as "having
why it took so long is a little in one's possession a lighted By Alex Berger
their employers that they are women and minorities to apply
hazy. One can only assume that cigarette, cigar, or pipe" by the
You might remember reading
looking for another job for fear for the job, although Leary said
the eternal stream of red tape State of New Hampshire is now that Vice President of Academic
of lo;;ing respect at their current the committee didn't receive as
that comprises UNH kept that only a memory in the MUB. But, Affairs Richard Hersh resigned
institutions.
many of these applications as
statute from being enforced.
there are a few rebels out there last summer and Charles Owens
The selection process is slow, they would have liked.
According to Brett Clemons, who choose to ignore the signs. was temporarily placed in his
"We went out of our way to
according to Leary, not because
the chairman of the MUB Board
Mary Lussier, a custodian for spot.
the committe is working slowly, get diversity," Leary said. "We
of Governers, which supervises the MUB, has already found a
Well, where is our new vice
but they must wait for appli- have achieved some, but not as
the student building managers, few burn holes in the new rug president?
cations or letters of recommen- much as is ideal."
the administration informed the in the upstairs portion of the
According to Psychology Prodation to come in before they
Leary said the lack of women
Board Governcrs that it was building.
fessor David Leary, head of the
can review the applicants files and minority applications reillegal to smoke in the MUB.
"People are smoking on the vice presidential search com- at each phase.
sults because they often don't
That ruling body then decided new rug and they shouldn't - mittee, the application process
Joan Weeks, secretary for the have the qualifications, and ·
to halt the sale of cigarettes in smoke there." she said. Yet she has been under way since Oc- search committee, said the those who do are in such high
the Cat's Closet as of Jan. 1, added, "There should be a place tober, but the final decision committee meets once a week demand that they can be ex1989.
won't come until April or May,
in here that they can smoke."
for a minimum of two hours. tremely selective.
Their rationale was that a
The intention of the State was at the earliest.
"It's a nationwide problem,"
She added that the committee
place that prohibits smoking "" to "protect public health and
"We're making as timely is still in the first stage of review Leary said. "Minorities and
should not encour~ge i~norance the environment by prohibiting progress as possible," Leary said, to weed out the unqualified women are striven for... they
of_ th~ rule by sellt~g cigarettes smoking in enclosed public "It's an inadvertently slow candidates.
can call their own shots."
within the confines of the areas, except in designated process."
_
Current Interim Vice PresAccording to the ad run in
building. The profits of the Cat's smoking areas."
Leary said advertisements various publications nationwide, ident for· Academic Affairs
Closet will not . be affected
With the help of the bill, still were placed in national and local applicants should "have an Charles Owens said he is curthough, because cigarette sales in circulation, introduced by publications in October, indi- earned doctorate, signifigant rently an applicant for the
only generated about $2,000 a Donovan and Roderick, there cating the opening and inviting teaching arid research expe- position and thus, is not inyear in profits.
will some day be a place that the qualified applicants to apply and rience as a faculty member, a volved in the selection process.
But, according to Jane Deery, smoking population of UNH nominations to be·made.
Owens said that he is being
record of academic accomplishwho works at the Cat's Closet, will be able to quench their
Among the publications the ments appropriate for appoint- treated as any other applicant
"People come in and ask for nicotine fits, inside and in ads appeared in were The Bos- ment as a full professor, and and doesn't receive any spec.:ial
cigarettes, and when they find comfort.
ton Globe and The Chronicle administrative experience as consideration because of the
out there is none, they turn
Susan Blanch, a junior, ex- for Higher Education.
a senior academic officer, pref- position he holds.
around and walk out."
The committee started for- erably at the level of dean or
pressed her opinion popular
Owens was selected to act as
Last semester when the battle among many of the students, mally reviewing applications higher."
temporary vice president for
ra-g,ed as to whether or not to "I don't smoke," she said. "But Dec. 15 and will make three sets
Those who make it through academic affairs after Hersh
sell cigarettes in the MUB, Larry if an individual wants to smoke
of cuts before the final five the first cut are required to have resigned la_st summer because
Donovan and Steve Roderick, they should be able to, especial~ applicants are chosen, Leary letters of recommendation sent he had been working as assistant
~tudent Sena~ors, prop<?sed the since the MUB is for everyone.
said. He added that only when to the committee for review,· vice president with Hersh since
idea ?f having a designated Even the library has smoking
the finalists are invited to the Weeks said. After the next cut, 1985.
smokmg area.
rooms. Until cigarettes are - university will the names of the the committee is left with a list
Owens said working closely
Many students may agree that illegal, people should be able
applicants be revealed.
of 15 applicants who are then with Hersh gave him a considif you need to pollute your lungs, to smoke."
According to Leary, confiden- contacted for further informa- erable advantage when he took
tiality is very important when tion. Finally three to five ap- over the position.
.
choosing such a high level plicants are chosen as finalists
When asked if he would stay
position as this.
and brought to campus, she said. at the University if he didn't
"Many applicants will be vice
According to Weeks, these get the job, Owens said, "I
presidents or deans already," finalists will be chosen in late haven't made any plans yet. If
Leary said, adding that some of March or early April.
I don't get it, I'll have to think
their applicants haven't told _
The advertisment encourages about what I'm going to do."

Search under way for new VP

Progress toward diversity

·-The MUB is ~he most r;~ent campus building to be'e,;ti~dy
· smoke-free. (photo by Sharon Donovan)

By Rachel Levin
Instead of one giant leap, the
Diversity Committee at UNH
is taking many small steps to
create awareness and educate
the university community about
the need for diversity.
The Diversity Committee was
responsible for the highly successful Martin Luther King Jr.
candlelight march and for the
cultural and education programming of Black History Month.
The committee provides support for many student awareness weeks, and holds several
meetings with minority groups
and faculty to hear their con~erns and discuss diversity
issues.
Members of the Diversity
Committee have worked with

the student senate to change
st:udent grievance procedures
to include sexual orientation as
a basis for complaint.
They also have developed
AIDS procedures, which will
protect the rights of staff and
students with AIDS. The committee has also purchased books
for the library, funded speakers
and prorated the tuition policy
for handicapped students.
The committee, currently cochaired by Assistant Dean of
Students Emily Moore and Associate Professor of Education
Susan Franzosa, was formed in
1984 to promote and develop
the need for a diverse campus.
Energy, time, and money is•
spent organizing cultural programs as well ns ~oncentr:Jting

on recruitment and retention
policies.
The Diversity Committee is
the umbrella organization that
represents the seven recognized
minority groups: handicapped
students, racial minority students, religious minority students, gay/ lesbian students,
international students, lowincome students, and nontraditional students.
The Diversity Committee
currently has 17 members including administrators, professors and one student. There is
at least one representative for
each of the seven minority
groups, plus m~mbers who
DIVERSITY, page 5
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NT HE SPO T
What is your .favorite bathr oom on camp us, and why?

nThe men's room in the Mub
Pub because everyone can see
you going when they walk by
and the door is open. But the
PCAC bathroom is nice, if you
want a little quiet."
Andrew Wilson
History
•Junior

n1 like the one on -,he bottom
floor of the library because it
is secluded. I hate the one in the
Mub Pub because it reminds me
of a seedy bathroom in a ballpark.'"

''I think the tearoom in Ham
Smith can be quite entdtaining."

nMy own in my apartment,
because it always has hot water
and great water pressure."

Randy Spartichino

Beth Casale

PIP/ Sociology

Sociology

Freshman

Junior

Dianna Fenn
English
Sophomore
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10th
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in the

PM ·

GRAN ITE STATE RM., MUB

Buy tickets at the
MUB Ticket Office...

STUD ENTS
NON -STU DEN TS

$5
$9
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Concern over future cuts
said the 20-plus percent increase will present his view of the '90
By Elizabeth Cote
'91 budget to the legislature on
While the University System is "absolutely not anywhere
14. She said the legisFebruary
fly."
to
able
be
will
what
to
close
of New Hampshire is handing
She said there will prob~ lature will take clues from that
back $ 1.6 million to the state,
there is concern in the Chan- be "no increase" in the USNB presentation, and try to make
cellor's office that the legislature budget because revenue projec- compromises bet-veen the Govrestore and increase funding to tions for the state "are fairly ernor's plan and appropriation
requests from state institutions.
the state universities in the 1990 · flat."
Gregg
Governor
said
Hagar
- 1991 budget.
The '90 -'91 budget, which
calls for a 22.2 percent increase
· (continued from page 1)
over '89, begins Jµly 1. Arthur
Grant of the USNH Chancel- reserves. The SAF ·is a manda- within his direct authority. A
lor's office said there is concern tory fee paid by all students and Senate bill to extend that resthe increase be a percentage of administered by students.
cission to systems partially
the initial '89 budget appropriHaaland said a special meet- funded by the state, including
ation and not the budget amount ing was called during Christmas USNH, the Vocational Techless the $1.6 million given back break when the University nical schools and the court
to the state this semester.
learned that it may be included system, is expected to be signed
__ into law by the Governor by
in the budget cut back.
Representative Elizabeth
early March, according to the
Hagar, vice chair of the House
Governor Judd Gregg ordered House Appropriation SubcomAppropriation subcommitte, a cut of all state agency budgets mittee.

______,,;::-BUDGET._.._ __

-------DIVERSITY-----(continued from page 3)
joined because of their interest recent Martin Luther King Jr.
candlelight march. He particin increasing diversity.
According to Moore, the ipated in the march and spoke
committee functions on a $8,000 at the church about the many
yearly budget, but with the need books w!itten by Dr. King.
"The march was successful
to return 1.6 million dollars to
the state, this amount will be but it was too bad President
Gordon Haaland didn't march
limited in the near future.
Other funding comes from with us," Fisher said. "It would
the Sojourner Truth Scholarship have been a significant stateFund of $20,000 and the Elliott ment for - him (Haaland) to
Grant of $15,000, which is to march, come into the church and
aid in the recruitment and say a few words. I hope next year
retention of minority students he marches with us."
Fisher said he feels that in
and faculty.
One of the major projects the many areas of the university
committee is working on is there is no desire to bring about
developing a report and action change.
"The academic senate has
plan for the money received
from the Elliott Grant. Infor- been largely an ineffectual body.
mation obtained about the pro- Whether it has become an
grams and the processes other ineffectual body because of its
college and universities use to own devising or made to be
increase diversity was collected ineffectual by the administraby research assistant Joan De- tion, or a combination of both,
lano. By April, the committee may be a matter of debate,"
plans to have a comprehensive Fisher said.
According to Fisher, it is
action plan for diversity at
UNH, which will be presented difficult to expect that the
academic senate will act in a
to President Haaland.
"In order to have a diverse clear and more authoritative
campus the school needs to have manner when the Diversity ·
more than a few minority stu- Committee report is released.
Whether or not the Action
dents," Moore said. "Minority
faculty needs to increase so as Plan is implemented by the
to provide role models for university, Fisher said he bestudents, scholarships for mi- lieves there are going to be
nority students need to increase, major changes in the next two
changes need to be made in the or three years if something isn't
curriculum, and we need to have done about faculty salaries.
According to Fisher, many
an admission policy that supprofessors, including himself,
ports diversity."
The proposed report will be are considering leaving.
"The University of New
a clear plan for the next five
years and will contain time Hampshire is not competitive
tables, budget plans and specific in the market for new faculty
avenues that need to be taken people. I say this in the midst
to increase the diversity on of full knowledge of the budget
crisis. Many (professors) who
campus.
Lester Fisher, associate pro- are here are paying more attenfessor of English and .three year tion to the realities of the
member of the diversity com- market place. Unless something
mittee, believes the committee significant is done, we are
is effectively developing plans, thinking seriously about the
continuing to talk and doing the possib,!lity of working elsewhere.
work.
Although the Diversity ComFisher is on the Diversity
Committee's sub-committee on . mittee organizes programs for
recruitment and retention and the students, the committee
was actively involved in the itself only has one student

member on the board.
Eileen Malloy, a student senator, recently joined the Diversity Committee after Steve
Roderick resigned from his
position. Roderick left the committee because he felt it wasn't
as active as it should be.
"The changes are to_o slow.
Things could have been done
right a way and weren't being
done. I feel that the university
as a whole isn't committed to
· diversity and the committee was
formed as a token gesture of the
university," said Roderick.
Roderick said he would like
to see students organize a group
supported by student life and
the student senate.
Malloy feels that her role on
the committee is to accurately
report back information from
the diversity committee meeting
to the other senators. Malloy
would like to see more student
involvement. She feels that
although the process to increase
diversity is slow, progress is
occurring.
"To increase diversity on this
campus, awareness of the problems and issues is important,"
said Malloy.
. Charlie Pierce, sophomore
and president of Hall House of
the mini-dorms, said she feels
that not having classes that have
students of various racial backgrounds is going to affect the
social learning process.
'Tm disappointed about the
lack of diversity on campus. I
would like to see a student
diversity committee but for it
to work it needs to be well
publicized and the purposes and
goals need to be made clear. I
think people care, but they don't
know what to do," said Pierce.
"The committee's role on
campus involves continuing to
make people be aware that there
are people, faculty, students and
administration on campus that
believe that any movement in
the direction of the avowed goal
of excellence has to involve
recognirion of the need for
diversity," said Fisher.
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LAST DAY to file an Intent to Graduate form for May 1989
graduation without Jate fee.
LAST DAY to choose Pass/Fail (undergrad), Credit/Fail
(grads).
LAST DAY to drop courses, or change to audit, without $25
.
per course late fee.
LAST DAY to add courses without Dean's approval and
without $25 per course late fee.
POLITICAL ECONOMY SERIES - Val Dusek (UNH
Philosophy), "Science and Society in the Thought of Nikolai
Bukharin.' Room 206, McConnell, noon to 2 p.m.
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR - "The Evolution of
Warfare," Stephan P. Reyna. Alumni Center, 4p.m.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY - vs. Maine. Snively Arena, 7p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES - QUINK, a capella vocal ensemble.
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 862.
·
2290
NICHE COFFEEHOUSE-Featuring Residential Programs
staff. Devine Hall, 8pm

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 4
WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK- vs. Maine. Field House,
noon.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS- UNHH Invitational (Michigan
St., Iowa St., U of Iowa), Field House, 7 pm.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY-vs. Maine. Snively Arena, 7 pm
MUSIC DEPARTMENT AUDITIONS- For transfer students.
For appointment, call 862-2404, M-F, 8-4:30
MUSO Concert - Shake the Faith. Granite State Room MUB,
8 pm, students $3, general $5. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY-S
THE AMERICAN BAKER CAFE- Features antipasto and
other Italian foods, and includes a pastry demonstration
by Jim Dodge. Huddleston, 2-4 pm, general $3. Faculty/ staff/ sruaents, $1.50. Information: 862-2583.
MUSO FILM- "She's Gotta Have It.'' Strafford Room, MUB,
7 and 9:30 pm, students $1, general $2.
PLAY- "Joe Kogel's Life and Depth," about his experience
with cancer. Granite State Room, MUB, 7 pm .

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6
SLIDE SHOW & LECTURE- Richard E. Winslow III, local
author and historian, will describe "Canoeing the Waters
of the Midnight Sun," an account of his travels in the Canadian ·
Barren Lands. Forum Room, Library, noon.
SEMINAR- "Perspiration, Inspiration and the Bottom Line,"
Dr. Phillip_ S. Wilson, Vice Pres'ident, Technology, Davidson
Textron. Discussion of practical ways to become a better
scientist or engineer. Room M227, Kingsbury, 4:10 pm
RUSSIAN FILM SERIES- "Dersu Uzala'" Part 1. Room 110,
Murkland, 7 pm, $1 donation.
TRADITIONAL JAZZ SERIES- Tommy Gallant Trio, with
special guest. Strafford Room, MUB, 8 pm general $5,
studentsf_senior citizens $3. Tickets at door and MUB Ticket
.
Office, 862-2290, M-F 10-4.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
GREAT COOKS ON CAMPUS SERIES- Features northern
Italian cuisine and European-style pastries. Seating faculty,
staff and public, 6:30 to 7:15 pm at Huddleston. $12.50 per
person. Information: 862-2583
GERMAN FILM SERIES- "Triumph of the Will." Room
4, Horton, 6:45 pm

EGGS
(continued from page 2)
eggs.
· • Keep cold egg foods below
40 degrees F and hot foods above
140 degrees F.
• Do not leave egg dishes at
room temperature for more
than an hour.
• Thoroughly wash hands,
utensils, and preparation surfaces.
•Avoid using wooden cutting
boards because they are hard to
sanitize.

• Avoid letting the outside
of egg shells contact the inside
of the egg.
The American Egg Board said
the recent increase in Salmonella is no cause for alarm if eggs
are properly handled.
Ward mentioned an incident
of needless panic concerning
Salmonella poisoning that occurred in Great Britain last fall.
"A government minister stat-

ed that over 60 percent of eggs
are infected, which is very
untrue," Ward said. "Egg sales
plummeted, and there was quite
a public reaction."
"I think she lost her job,"
Ward added.
Varney said, "With the diarrhea and vomiting, this poisoning cleans you out 100 percent.
If you do eat eggs, I suggest you
cook them well."

Imagine if you had to ask for blood to save the life of som~one you love.
Next time the Ameri~an Red Cross asks, give blood, please.

GIVE B OOD, P EASE

+

~
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NOTICES
£. _

f ebruary equals a
JWinter
Celebration

ACADEMIC

MEETINGS

PLANNING TO ATTEND MEDICAL/DENTAL
SCHOOL IN 1990?: Register with the Premedical/Pre-dental Office NOW! Room 14, Floor B,
Dimond Library.

FIRESIDE INFORMATIONAL MEETING: An
excellent way of learning about Fireside. There
will be a slide show, games and leaders will present
their respective trips. Tuesday, February 7, Strafford
Room, MUB, 7:30 pm.

UNH PRE-MEDICAL CLUB: The club is taking
an informal tour of Dartmouth Medical College
on Monday, February 13th, leaving at noon. Anyone
interested please contact Kristen or Barbara at
862-3625 or 868-3206/3317.
ATHLETICS & RECREATION

. ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING FOR SAILING
CLUB: Thursday, February 9, Rc'lrn 38-39, Field
House, 7 pm.
GENERAL

RA SELECTION 1989-90: Applications for RA
positions for 1989-90 must be turned in on Monday,
February 6, Notch Room, MUB, between 10 am
and 3 pm. Interview schedules will be made at this
time.
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP: Discuss common
issues, experiences, and problems in a friendly,
cqnfidential atmosphere. Tuesday, February 7,
Strafford Room, MUB, 7: 30 pm.
FREE TAX HELP: VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance) provides free tax help in the community.
Volunteers help people with basic tax returns,
particularly elderly, handicapped, and non-Englishspeaking taxpayers. There is NO charge for this
service. Tuesdays, and Thursdays, February 7 to
April 13, Forest Park Office, 8:30 to 10:30 am and
6-8 pm.
r

CAMPUS GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL AL-.
LIANCE NEW PEOPLE'S MEETING: Come in
and find out what we have available for you. All
are welcome regardless of sexual orientation.
Tuesday, February 7th, 2nd Floor, Conference Room,
Health Services, 7 pm; General meeting at 7:30
pm.
UNIVERSITY COMPUTING

Non-credit courses are free of charge. Register
online on the VAX/VMS systems by entering the
command "TRAINING" at the VMS Hilbert
prompt ($). CUFS users should tab down to
"OTHER SERVICES" on the menu and type
"TRAINING." Call 3667 to register if you do not
have access to the above. All classes are held in
Hamilton-Smith, rm. 7, unless otherwise stated.
HARD DISK MANAGEMENT: The basics of how
to create and use DOS tree-structured directories
to help with.the organization of data, and programs
for a hard disk system. Backing up and restoring
hard disk files are also explained. Prerequisite:
MS-DOS ·or equivalent experience. Monday,
February 6., and Wednesday, February 8, from 9
am-noon.

111e·
franldin.
fitness .
Center
'l'be Place for
Just Dolnt It.
crom training n. The action or

method of combining physical and
aocial activities to lead a well
rounded collegiate IJ£estyle.

!. The use of physical fitnea to
justify OYerindulgenoe. 3. Balancing
caloric Intake with caloric output.
4. ]undomgU.

The Franklin Fitnea Center, .
UNH's croastrilining headquarters,
is offeripg a,mester membership for

a low• lfJ(J.001

Limited Spaces Available-Join
Now! Call 659-3151, 659-3152,
778-7802, or 868-1105 for an
appointment.

a

13 Jenkins Court, Durham, NH

Xiiife~ _

Enter ROlld, Rt. 108, Newmarket, NH
cr--tl' '111a Gnat Bay a-,aet Contwj"

By Neal McCarthy
A new schedule of events
billed as Winter Celebration,
which will span the entire
month of February, will replace
the previous week-long Winter
Carnival this year.
The reason behind this
change in events is the result
of poor attendence and spirit
in past Winter Carnival events.
Betsy Parente, the student
activity program advisor, and
George Athenas, major events
intern, are heading a committee
that has been planning this
month's activities since early
December. But things haven't
gone so smoothly since trying
to get things off the ground.
Following Homecoming, 400
letters were sent out to various
student leaders for responses
on what could be done to improve Winter Carnival. They
were also invited to a meeting
in late November to discuss
possible suggestions. Of the 400
people invited, only five showed
up.
Another case of UNH
apathy? Perhaps.
A survey was then given to
the student senate for a response, and the Winter Celebration Committee was then
formed. it consists of a senator,
an Inter Fraternity Council
representative, a member from
the Student Coalition for the
Homeless, a member of Mask
and Dagger and an assistant hall
director among others. They've
been working together for the
past two months to put together

a schedule that consists ot some
event almost every day.
Athenas is optimistic about
the new concept.
"We' re trying to plan a larger
agenda of diverse _a ctivities so
there's something that interests
everyone," he said.
Indeed there are a number of
different activities. The two
events that will draw the most
attention are the Fire and Ice
Spectacular on Feb. 10 and the
floating snow sculpture contest.
The spectacular will kick off
with Alpha Gamma Rho's annual Torch Run for Leukemia
in memory of Bruce Matthews.
The basketball courts next to
Alexander hall will be flooded
for outdoor ice skating, if the
weather permits, and there will
be refreshments and music
provided.
The floating snow sculpture
contest means it will take place
the first weekend that there's
snow on the ground. (That's the
white stuff that falls from the
sky this time of year if you've
forgotten). There will be a first
prize in three categories: residence halls, greek organizations
and commuter/student organizations. A grand prize will be
awarded to one of these three
winners.
Other events are a student/ faculty coffeehouse at the
Niche, ski trips, the production
of "Snoopy" by Mask and
Dagger for three nights, halfprice admission to athletic
events, a talent show and a
fashion show comedy.

DORM
(continued from page .1)
decision from a political standpoint would be to build it."
The area used to be a pond
years ago, Kinnear said, and
building a dorm that size on a
land-fill may be a problem.
The parking problem is twofold . According to Kinnear,
putting the 600 students there
takes away 200 parking spaces
from the lot in front of the
Undergraduate Apartment Complex while simultaneously creating a need for 200-250 more
spaces.
"You've in essence created
a 400-450 car parking deficiency," he said . '.' If anything is
pervasive I've found on this
cameus, it is the parking problem.
To solve the parking problem, you would have to look at
expanding A-lot, Kinnear said.
This would disrupt the equestrian trail which runs along the
lot.
"If the equestrian trail is a
sign of no-go, then this site is
no-go."
He said expanding AJlot also
means access over the railroad
has to be examined.
The committee also recognized that a 600-bed dormitory
may be too big for the site. If
this is found to be the case, they
suggest splitting the project into
two dorms, building the second
in a different location.
The women's athletic field
is another complication. Kinnear said the University System's chancellor and board of
trustees have alr~ady informed
the president that they will not

let the cost to relocate the field
be tagged onto the project's
price.
The August 1990 deadline for
completion of the dorm is still
conceivable, Kinnear said, but
the architect " will have a difficult time because he can't get
a design without a site."
"I still think it's feasible,"
Ritvo said.
Not being able to expand
Snively Arena is hindering the
site's prospects for a dorm as
well. Kinnear also sa-i d the
university's master plan takes
into account expanding th e
campus west of the tracks ,
making the site a central location for an academic building
in the future.
Kinnear said he is trying to
find out the impact of these
problems. He mu~t make sure
town officials are involved with
the process since the university
shares their utilities. He said
there was no indication that
anyone on the committee contacted them.
The committee also looked
favorably on site 10, an area near
the dairy and poultry research
barns. Kinnear said they would
have to relocate Richmond Lab
and check the environmental
impact.
Access is a big problem with
that particular site, however.
Research has already been ·
stopped because fire trucks can
nor get to the area, Kinnear said.
"It's a pretty attractive site
if you can put a tunnel there,"
Kinnear said.
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False alarms ai'e on the rise
their pleas of innocence.
Punishment for one individual who pleaded guil'ty consisted
of a $500 fine with a $200
suspension upon completion of
16 hours community service
with the fire de_partment. The
other received a fine amounting
to $300 with a 60 day visit at
a house of corrections pending
any further wrongdoing.
Hoffman explained that steps
have been taken toward instituting stiffer fines which should
prove to be an effective deterrent.
"We try to make the punishment a learning experience for
the individual, but at the same
~.ime a little d~~eaning," he said.
Grunt labor.
A person responsible for
setting off a false alarm that
results in injury to an innocent
pedestrian has committed a class
B felony punishable by up to
seven years in jail and/ or up to
$10,000.
False alarms are still a major problem at UNH. (file photo)

By Mike Gerbino

~

The sight of several hundred
pajama-clad people standing
outside of Stoke Hall at 2:·30 a.m.
is not uncommon. It seems like
every day a fire engine races
down Main Street responding
to the shrill sound of a fire
alarm.
But when the fire fighters
reach the trouble spot, they find
themselves facing a familiar
scene ... no fire.
Deputy Michael Hoffman of
the Durham/UNH Fire Department said that 60 to 75
percent of all occurrences are
false alarms, of which 10 to 15
percent are m.alicious.
"We are definitely on an
increasing trend since last year,"
Hoffman said. "The situation
is definitely not improving."
According to Hoffman, there
are three categories of alarms
to which the department responds. The first is fire, the
second is medical, and the third
is a service alarm.
A fire alarm results from the
presence of excess heat, visible
smoke or building deterioration.
A medical alarm might arise due
to any life threatening situation,
such as an orthopedic injury.
A service alarm involves public
assistance when a fault in a fire
alarm system signals th~ system
itself.
"The malicious false alarm
can be considered a subcategory
that occurs as a direct result of
someone's mischief," Hoffman
said.

"Any person who knowingly
gives, aids or abets in giving any
false alarm of fire, by any means,
is guilty of a misdemeanor."
This excerpt from the "New
Hampshire Criminal Code" falls
under False Fire Alarms.
Hoffman cited Stoke Hall as
one of the biggest trouble spots
for malicious false alarms.
'The larger the building, the
worse the situation in the way
of malicious alarms, " Hoffman
said. "Stoke has proven to be
the worst."
He also explained that Christensen and Williamson halls are
trouble spots but not to the same
extent as Stoke Hall. Because
both of these Area III dorms are
broken up, they provide for
more of a "close knit community."
According to Hoffman, alcohol is unquestionably a sub-issue
involved with malicious alarms.
"A high number of malicious
alarms occur between 1:00 a.m.
and 3:00 a.m. when students
have had too much to drink,"
Hoffman said. "When a person
is convicted of causing a malicious alarm, alcohol is almost
always a factor."
A general attitude that prevails in the minds of more than
just a few students is the thought
that no one ever gets caught.
Hoffman admits that the success
rate in apprehending perpetrators is low, but there have been
four convictions in the past year,
resulting in two guilty pleas.
The other two await trial on

"The injury doesn't even have
to be severe," said Hoffman. "It
could be something as simple
as a broken foot."
Hoffman stated that the malicious alarms on campus only
serve to decrease the credibility
of the fire alarm systems.
"We develop a 'cry wolf
situation with the occurrence of malicious alarms. People
won't believe that a natural
alarm is in progress. Numerous
deaths have been accredited to
disbelief," Hoffman said.
Hoffman believes awareness
is the key to preventing malicious alarms in the future. The
department holds a fire safety
·education program in all residence halls every academic year.
A portion of this program
focuses on malicious alarms.
The primary issues include fire
hazards and evacuation procedures.
Gary Carskaddan, Stoke resident hall director, said he feels
the department does an efficient
job 1n conveying the material.
"The program is generally
well attended," he said. "There
are usually 20 to 25 people in
attendance."
Though _the· residential program distributes general pamphlets to its residents, Carskaddan thinks the department's
education program is essential
in promoting awareness.
"I don't think students would
get enough out of a program run
by a hall staff," Carskaddan
explained. "The department
officials are simply more knowledszeable."
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W-4 NOTICE!
All employees who claimed exemption
from withholding taxes on their W-4 subm1tted before calender year 1988, must
resubmit a new W-4 for calender year 1989
on or before February 15, 1989. If a new
W-4 is not received by February 15th, the
filing status for these employees will be
changed to single, claiming O dependents
and the employee will be paying Federal
Taxes. Only W-4's dated January 1, 1989
or later will be considered valid.

EXEMPTION AS PER IRS REVISED FORM
W-4 REVISED FOR 1989
"I claim exemption from withholding and
I certify that I meet ALL of the following
conditions for exemption:
• Last year I had a right to a refund of ALL
Federal income tax withheld because I had
NO tax liability; AND
• This year I expect a refund of ALL Federal
income tax withheld because I expect to have
NO tax liability; AND
• This year if my income exceeds $500 and
includes nonwage income, another person
cannot claim me as a dependent."

-SA-SY & THE
800MBRS
.Big Chill, Dirty Dancing Music
Affordable Rock & Roll rates
for your private parties
call Mark Miller at
WERZ 772-4757

:

Students may declare communication as a
major on Wednesday, February 8, at 6:00pm
♦ in PCAC M223.
♦
♦

♦

:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

A student must have completed CMN 402, CMN 403,
and CMN 455 to declare the major. Each student must
bring their record file, a declaration form, and proof
of completion of the three courses.
Contact Professor Sims for additional information
if necessary.

Attention Students!
The Department of Communication
and Su.mm.er Session
announce

Northern New England Undergraduate
Communication Colloquium
July 13-15, 1989
University of Southern Maine
Selected student papers will be presented in a supportive environment where they'll be talked about, celebrated, critiqued, improved
and published in a Proceedings of the colloquium. This colloquium is
a great way to get preprofessional conference experience and earn
credit at the same time!
Sound like something you'd like to try? For information, contact
Summer Session (before February 10) at (207) 780-4076 or write to:
University of Southern Maine
Summer Session
96 Falmouth Street
Portland, Maine, 04103

Q University of Southern Maine
·warm weather brought students outdoor once again. (Wayne LaPorte photo)
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-Life and Depth

tuj<i)Ob~
A humor~us, yet thought-provoking play

~oncentr~ting on liv!ng _while exploring
issues of lde-threaternng illnesses.

SUNDAY, FEB. 5th@ 7:00PM
Gr,'Jnite State Room, MUB

Tickets are FREE for STUDENTS,
$1.00 for NON-STUDENTS
Sponsored by:

Cancer Survivors & Supporters,
PFO, and Health Education
For more info. call:
Lisa Archambault at 862-4221

- · oj'P'n4
~';JMU

THETA CHI RUSH
Tuesday
FEB.7th 8-10pm
37 Madbury Road, Durham

FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE
for 1989 - 1990
at the

Financial Aid Office
Stoke Hall
(long wing facing Stillings Hall)

M-F 8:00-4:30

Sunday Nite
.

All Star Special:

Applicants should obtain:

$2.00 small cheese pizza

a 1989-1990 Financial Aid Form
(FAF)

until February.7th

PRIORITY DEADLINES:

"f!.A/1, °JM

q,ltf, O.,J,u Jt WJi ~t 'Fl-(A/4 WAU

For Prompt Deliveries ... 868-2224

f/H .A«ilt"

. From 5:00pm to Close

Undergraduates: February 15, 1989
Graduates: May 1, 1989
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Student involvement stressed -------------------------~III
1

By Michelle Keyworth
Do you have 70 hours of idle
time a week? If so, you are an
average college student, according to a 1987 study conducted
at universities across the country.
Would you rather spend some
of those aimless hours juggling,
dancing, debating, helping the
homeless, scaling a mountainside, being a disc jockey, or even
working for a newspaper?
These are only a few of the
activities you can participate
in as a member of one of the 110
clubs and organizati_o ns on
campus. Unfortunately, only a
very small percentage of students are involved in any of the
organizations. Many aren't even
aware of involvement opportunities.
Student Involvement and
leadership Opportunities is a
program aimed at increasing
awareness. Betsy Parente, program advisor in the Student
Activities office, heads the
program.
According to Parente, the
goal of the Student Involvement
program is "outreach." Student
Activities printed thousands of
pamphlets listing campus organizations but they are "just
not reaching students," said
Parente.
With the help of student
leaders, Parente puts on programs in dorms to inform
students of involvement opportunities. Programs are designed
to be attractive and fun.
First students play a game,
like jeopardy,_with questions
about organizations. Then student leaders describe their experiences as involved members.
"It has been really successful,"
said Parente.
The student

participate feel it's important
to let others know that becoming involved may be intimidating at first, but it's also very
rewarding.
"I was terrified when I started," recalls Nancy Valerio. She
became involved with the Student Coalition for the Homeless
as a freshman. Now a sophomore, she is vice president, and
also a member of the student
senate.
"Every organization needs
people. You won't get turned
away, everyone's talent is appreciated", Valerio stressed.
"Once you start getting involved, it all ties in," said
Valerio. "The more I've done,
the better I've been able to
manage my time," which includes holding down a job.
Parente pointed out that
involvement is not only an
outlet, but a learning experience.
It's also excellent job training.
Response from students has
been very positive. Sophomore
Kathleen Flansbury thought the
P!ogram is "really informative."

KINK0 S

She has learned about many
organizations and is interested
in Amnesty International.
Rebecca Gombert, a freshman, expressed that it is "a
really good program." She is
interested in MUSO and
SCOPE.

Resident Assistants are enthusiastic about this new approach to student involvement.
Sue Dion, an RA in Fairchild,
said, "My residents were really
into it. There was a good turnout." Dion reported that evaluations of the program were
very positive.
Parente is optimistic. "I definitely think the program has
been having an impact. Everyone tells me they've learned
something new."
According to Prence, even if
she reaches one or_.two people,
it's worth the effort.
Anyone interested in an organization can pick up a pamphlet at the Student Activities
Office, or go directly to the office
of any club or organization.

I
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10%
RESUME. TYPES ETTI NG
WITH THIS COUPON

KINKO'S COPY CENTER
51 MAIN STREET, DURHAM, NH
868-6322
OFFER EXPIRES 4/89

L------------~-----~-----J
"A true story of conscience, conviction, and courage."
6:45, 9:00Mats. SAT & SUN 12:30, 4:30

DIVE

Meryl Screep - Sam Neill

A Cry in the Dark
9:10, Mats. SAT & SUN 12:35

Kevin Kline - Susan Sarandon

into

THE JANUARY MAN . R
Mats. SAT & SUN 12:45, 2: 5

Bill Murray
PG 13

The
New Hampshire

7:05, 9:05, Mats. SAT & SUN 2:40, 4:45

1::>

$~

$~~

AT & SUN 2:25. 4:40

University Technology Center
presents

.•..• IE3cncelh 'ff@ ~celb@@TJ ~Jl)<e<eilcnTJ~
February 1 through February 28
While Supplies Last!

•••••

Apple
Mac SE Dual Drive

$1895.00
$200.00 off regular price

1MbRAM
Macintosh System Tools
(keyboard not included)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IBM
$895.00
$130.00 off regular price

Model 25 Dual Floppy
640KRAM Monochrome Monitor .
Enhanced Keyboard

University Technology Center
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328
Monday - Friday • 9:00 - 3:00

R
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Random
Writings
Starting all
over again

CV
Mon. Feb. 13

Mike Stinson
I will be graduating from the University of New Hampshire
this May.
I have to say graduating because if I just say that I am
a senior it doesn't really seem like that big a deal. When
you here the word "graduating," however, it gives this whole
deal a much larger sense of permanence and finality. That
is what it's all about after all, the end of my career in college.
I look back and realize that I now feel much the same
way I did before I finished high school. Everyone around
me seems to be in a hurry to get out of here, just as they
did then. In the mean time, I arn still trying to enjoy my time
here. I have got a million things I want to do and this is my
last semester to do them, just as it was then. It gives me
a strange feeling of deja vu.
Was it really that long ago that I arrived here, an intimidated
freshman who had no idea what college held in store? I came
from a small school, 350 people, and was involved in
everything. I had been led to expect that college would be
totally different. The people were all supposed to be much
smarter than me and those who got involved in things were
supposed to be more outgoing than i was. Plus there would
be 10,000 of them to deal with, none of whom I knew. With
all its secrets and mysteries college life had an almost mythical
air about it then.
I have since been able to unravel many of those mysteries
(except dating on campus, but that is another story for
another time.) I lived in a small dorm my first three years
and got to know most of those people. I found I didn't have
to worry about dealing with all 10,000 at once. Your dorm
or floor was your main area. You could also meet people
in classes or dorm functions. There were also numerous
faces that could always be found and soon grew to be familiar,
even if you never did get to actually know that person.
I was also able to get involved in campus life. From my
time in dorm government, to becoming an RA, to playing
on the men's volleyball club, to my position here at the
newspaper, I found that there were plenty of things to do.
And I could actually do some of them without spreading
myself too thin. Sure, some of these people I worked with
~ere smarter, more athletic, or more knowledgable in some
areas than I was, but I survived. In fact I think I did pretty
well.
So what does all this mean? I guess just that things go
in cycles. Four years ago I could not have imagined life outside
of high school. Now I find it difficult to grasp the concept
of life outside of UNH. There is a sense of security about
this place. I know all the routines and details of life at the
University. What do you mean no classes or practices after
this? What am I supposed to do out there?
Just as I didn't know the answers four years ago, I still
don't. But what fun would it be if I did? Where would the
challenge and excitement be? I had a great time trying to
learn the answers to all my questions about college. Why
not try it all over again when college is done? Hopefully
it will be just as interesting, and educational, the next time
around.
I will probably move to another region of the country to
get a job when my time here is through. All over again I
will face the fears of not knowing anyone around me or what
is expected of me. But what is there to fear? I discovered
the mysteries of college life and have enjoyed my time here.
Maybe I can do it all over again "out there". But until then
I am just going to take advantage of the time I have left here
in Durham.
Mike Stinson is a Sports Editor for The New Ham shire.
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As the acknowledged world leader in computer
enhancements, Western Digital sees the future as an
array of unlimited options. Business opportunities for
us. Professi~al possibilities for you. In fact, when
we see potential, we go after it. That's our style.

By leveraging our strengths-superi or applications
knowledge, broad integration capability, rapid design,
swift product turnarounds, and second-to-none
customer service-we've built an organization that's
more than stable. We're a multinational force.

As a global presence, we 're constantly expanding.
Adding. And exploring. That means instant involvement for you. As well as non-stop challenge in an
area of your choice. The options are as diverse as our
vast product line, including semi-conductor devices,
integrated disk drives, video ~nd communication
controllers and single board computer products. And
as ex.citing as our two, innovative subsidiaries.
W estem Digital's technological style includes logic
devices and chip sets that support computer Central
Processing Units (CPUs). In this systems and
solutions-oriented environment, you '11 be at the center
of future progress. At Paradise Systems Inc. your
future looks better because we produce devices and
boards that bring greater control and clarity to computer display screens. H Paradise is your choice, a
colorful, full-focus future will be the reward.

Orr Campus
Interviews

In concert, Western Digital and its subsidiaries
present a future for those who want substance, as well
as style. To be a part of Western Digital's future,
please come by and see us at Career Day on March 7.
Or, if we miss you, please send your resume to:
W estem Digital Corporation, Bill Warwick, Manager,
University Relations & Placement, 17900 Von
Karman, Irvine, CA 92714. We are an equal opportunity employer.

March 7 For
Mechanical Engineering

INESTE RN DIGITA L
Growing with you~
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Editorial
Sig ht of site sec rec y:
sad ,sa d,s ad
Last October, University President
Gordon Haaland announced the site where
a new dormitory would be located. Within
days of the announcem ent, Haaland faced
a barrage of criticism and was eventually
forced to reconsider his original decision.
Protestors argued that Haaland never
warned departmen t heads and groups who
would be directly affected. They complained
about having no input in the decision. Most
of all, there was an uprise over destroying
the equestrian trails, a prestigious showcase
ofUNH.
To appease critics, he formed a committee
representi ng a cross-secti on of university
interests and organizatio ns. The idea was
to take a more democratic approach to the
decision-m aking process and come up with
a site everyone could agree to compromis e
on.
When the committee was formed, it was
made clear to members they would have
unlimited resourses and complete cooperation. This was before news of budget
cuts, of course. So while the committee was
dealing with limited time, members felt
confiqent they could find an adequate site.
Working on a rigorous schedule, the Ad
Hoc Committee , as it was called, completed
their report on time. They handed over
a recommen dation just before winter break.
The site recommen ded by the committee

Sex
To the Editor:
In response to the SEX editorial
by Daniel W. Burgess in the January
27 edition of The New Hampshire,
I would like to elaborate on the root
of the problem.
Once upon a time a great democracy was formed on the blood,
sweat and tears of many different
people from various Christian
backgrounds. After about 200 years
this state became the model for all
the freedom loving people of the
world.
After the prosperous time (yet
still hard working times) of the
1950s the kids of the 1960s decided
that wasn't enough. No; they
wanted "free sex," "drugs," and
"no responsibility." They chipped
away at the Christi~n values our
country had been founded on, under
the premise of freedom of religion
as it states in our beloved Constitution.
Where has it brought us? AIDS
is approaching epidemic proportions thanks to the sexual practices
cultivated in the 1960s. Drugs
continue to raise havoc on all of
our young regardless of social
stature. Until we acknowledge the
root of the problem we'll still be
searching in vain for answers.
Jon LaRosa
Junior
Math/CS

has been a big secret until this week.
According to the chairman of the committee, every member agreed the report should
be given directly to the president.' They
decided not to discuss the recommen dation
until he was given a chance to respond.
That was nearly two months ago. It's
not that the topic has died down. On the
contrary, Foster's Daily Democrat even
called the president' s office this week to
find out what the committee had recommended.
So why the secrecy?
When members of the committee were
asked which site was chosen, they claimed
a. "vow of silence" prevented them from
spilling the beans.
Now these people were chosen to
represent certain constituen cies--whet her
a departme nt such as Life, Science and
Agriculture , environme ntal groups, student
interests, or the interests of the equestrian
team. Yet they refused to reveal the result
of their representat ion. Something is wrong
with this picture.
Not to say their intentions weren't
admirable. Many felt it was only right to
give the president a chance to respond first.
Fair enough.
The administra tion also has the report
under wraps. They still won't release a copy
and have only revealed the committee 's

Red Cross

MLK

choice this week.
In the meantime, they have a strong case
against the site, located behind Snively
Arena (see related story). Yet the secrecy
around which site the committee decided
on is putting the administra tion in the line
of fire again. Rumors spread that the
administra tion would not discuss the report
because the result was unsatisfact ory and
they were looking for a way to justify
rejecting it.
While the argument against using the
site over the tracks is fervent, it is coming
from only a small percentage of the campus
community . Your average student does not
care where the dorm goes. It is inevitable
that the university will cross the tracks,
and building the dorm behind Snively will
only further congest an already overcrowded campus, aggravatin g parking
problems along the way. There are one or
two other sites that have possibilitie s, but
time and money play against them . .
The value of unraveling the Snively site's
faults publically reinforces credibility in
the administra tion's decision. By keeping
a cloak of secrecy over the committe e's
recommen dation, both parties have undermined their sincere purpose. Political
chess games only feed suspicion, setting
the administr ation up for more heavy
criticism even if their decision is the right
one.

The New Hampshire

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
This letter is in regard to the
Having just met with the DurJOANNE MARINO, Editor.-in-Chief
ham Red Cross Blood Services proposition of making Martin
Student Committee, I am confidem Luther King Jr's birthday a holiday.
OBERT C. DURLING, Managing Editor KRISTIANNE SUDOL, Managing Editor
that out theme "It's a UNH Love I know that I'm going to recieve
KAREN HAMILTON, News Editor
USAN FLYNN, News Editor
Affair" for our valentine blood drive
a lot of criticism, but I don't believe
MICHAEL C. STINSON, Sports Editor
is more appropriate.
that we should declare MLK's BRIAN BRADY, Sports Editor
MICHAEL PARNHAM, Photo Editor
Editor
Photo
DONOVAN,
SHARON
attended
was
The meeting to plan
birthday a holiday.
BESS FRANZOSA, Arts Editor
I also do not want people to get DEBORAH HOPKINS, Arts Editor
by residential life students, commuters, ROTC Corps, and a very
me wrong, I think MLK was a great
GAIL ROBERTSON, Forum. Editor
man. If it wasn't for him, I believe
large number of the Greek System
MCCABE, Business Mpnager
BRIAN
of
responmiddle
the
different
in
be
still
assumed
all
would
who
we
· )!:-1\J.iSf: ~ · •. . ;t ·' 1._·, ·r ...,,,, ;\, .\: ,, ,~-:J.
sibilities for the upcoming celebraracial conflicts like the ones we've
Sports Reporters
Advertising Associates
Staff Reporters
tion of life and love!
recently seen in Mi.imi. We all owe
David Aponovich
Debbie Donohoe
Jay Kumar
Kevin Connelly
On Monday, February 13th MLK a lot, and I believe most
Parke Madden
John Robert
1
Jami Doneski
Sarah Minnoch
News Hei,o, , .. . "
through Friday, February 17th from
people have only respect and adJohn Dubois
Aul Bu1lne11 Mgr. ·
,
..
1111
Bryan Alex,Naomi Elvove
12 to 5 at your MUB, this group will
miration for him. I also have a lot
Clrculatlon Mgr.
Alex Berg, ,,
Ward D. Fraser
John Grikas
Dana B1ah 1
design aesthetic posters, help in
of respect for people like Jackie
rleather Grant
Asst Clrculatlon Mgr.
lshi Burdett
Rob Heenan
advertising recruiting, and will
Gleason. Who even though he
Greg Pariseau
Peggy Busby
Lerner
Liz
Graphic Managers
Caryl Calabria
supply volunteer staff.
didn't do anything in the likes of
J. Russell Pabst
Mane Garland
Erika Cann
Snapp
Dan
This is a "lovely" month and our
MLK, many people, like myself, still
Lisa Hamel
Mike Guilbault
Edltorfal Cartoonist
Graphic Assl1tant1
Ellen Harris
found his humor and antics quite
UNH student donors can make it
Willis
Christopher
Crepeau
Rebecca
Rich Kelley
Cartoonists
one by helping Red Cross meet
unique and funny. I also have a great
Deanna Ford
Peter Keravich
Michael F. Dowe
Labrie
Matt
Wayne LaPorte
patient demands.
amount of respect for the winners
Jeff Harris
Tiffany Lewis
John Hirtle
~9.!1!~~rii,nid1tor
Collections have dropped everof Nobel Prizes and would really
Steve Loos
Kurt Krebs
Eileen Malloy
Neal McCarthy
ywhere and we are counting on the
like to see them honored properly,
Dick Sawyer
On-the-Spot Editor
Sarah Minnoch
Supervisor
Technical
make
to
it
body
think
concern of the student
whatever that may be. I
Debbie Hopkins
Scott Nelson
Rachel Levin
Editor
Calendar
Dan Snapp
our blood inventory more stable!
would be quite hard to argue that
Editors
Copy
Karen Laliberte
Tim Thornton
Angelique Davi
In addition, in keeping with
some of the winners of the Nobel
Photographers
Arts Reporters
Jody Pratt
Tim Farr
e
Pano Brooks
f-' •·::, .. \r., . '
"Valentines Day," donors and
Peace Prize don't deserve recogBen Frazier
Rob Corser
& Copy Readers !
Typists
and
may
romance
MLK
find
will
work.
volunteers
nition for their
Emily Kelleman
Tom Ireland
k.ns Bowen
Brian Lyons
Patrick Jonssor.
Ma,cy Bryant
friendship at our fantasy! Join in
have brought equality to the United
Neal McCarthy
Tiffany Lewis
Caryl Calabria
and give from the heart - perhaps
States, but the Nobel winners have
Stacey Murga
Lizie
Arthur
Rachel Levin
Jody Pratt
Marc A Mamig~y· an
someone new will enter your life!
Justin Mccarter
brought the beginnings of equality
Production Assistant
Beth Morahan
,
Jarry Stearns
~ ! ~~yp~ f :odowczy k
EilP.en Malloy
to other parts of the world.
~ <.
Stephen Utaski
Red Cross Blood Chairman

I

Letters continu ed on page 22
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University Forum
Make a difference

By W~ndy Hammond

MLK day can be a reality
in April, with Martin Luther King Day, the third
New Hampshire is one of six states remaining
that does not celebrate Martin Luther King's
Monday in January, as a state holiday. Have you
ever heard of "Fast Day"? It's one of those very
birthday. This uniqueness is not one which the state
symbolic and well recognized holidays. It's a day
should be proud of, yet the leadership of the state
remembering the time when a New Hampshire
refuses to follow the example of the federal holiday
governor was ill and people fasted and prayed for
to celebrate MLK Day. Our ex-governor, John
him. That's been on the calendar for years but we
Sununu, was able to avoid the subject completely
can't get MLK day on.
while he was in office. Governor Gregg was not
Next Wednesday will be our ch:mce. A committee
as fortunate. While he was on the campaign trail
in the House, Committee on Executive Departments
he was asked to make a stand on the issue. Our new
and Administration; will be listening to testimony
governor avoided endorsing a day of rememberance
and statements of support or opposition to MLK
on the gorunds that an extra holiday would hurt
Day. Eventually they will be voting on the holiday.
the economy and our economic competetiveness.
Therefore we have to show our support on
Therefore, Governor Gregg propsed to observe
Wednesday. The Student Senate has reserved a bus
MLK Day on a Sunday. Besides the fact that we
to take students, faculty, and interested people to
would be saving the state from economic ruin, the
Concord that day. We will be leaving at 8 am from
govetnor said that because Dr. King was a reverend,
the MUB and will arrive back here around 1 or 2
he would have wanted the day on a Sunday. I'm
in the afternoon. There is no cost.
/ not sure which is more insulting - ignoring the
By attending the hearing, you will be showing
day all together or celebrating it on a Sunday.
your support. Each person there will have a chance
By paying tribute co the life of Martin Luther
to speak for about two minutes if they desire. You
King, we celebrate his dream as well as the advance
don't have to speak however. I realize it's a good
of democracy. Dr. King's life and work blended
portion of your day but please take one day off of
hope with reality and left an indelible imprint on
your schedule so we can make a difference. The
our nation's conscience. His death reminds us of
members of the committee need to hear that there
the work to be done - work to end the suffering
is support for such a day and; every person that
of all oppressed people and continue the struggle
attends will count. Please attend. It's only one day
for equality.
and you can make a difference. i
Much work needs to be done. We can begin by
If however you are unable to !come or if you want
paying ·tribute to King and to his dream. Governor '
to do more than attend on Wednesday, you can write
Gregg's lines of arguments are not acceptable_and
or call the members of the committee and tell them
we have to tell the state's leadership that we will
how you feel. Below are names, addresses, and
not accept it. Next Wednesday, February 8, each
numbers of the committee members. Call or write
of us has an opportunity to voice our opinions and
them. Attend the hearings on the eighth. Make
show support for MLK Day.
your voice heard.
On Feb. 8, there will be an open hearing at the
State House in Concord to discuss House Bill 169.
The bill r~p~ces the Fast Day, the fourth Monday Wendy Hammond is the Student:Body President.

Executive Departments and Administration Committee
A. Theresa Drabinowicz (d)
56 Temple St.
Nashua NH 03060
882-2864 - h
880-1069 - w

Gerard Powers (r), Chairman
Sunny Villa, Rte 16, PO Box 196
Ossipee, NH 03864
539-2253 - h
539-7148 - w

Maurice MacDonald (r), V-Chr
9 North Ave., Apt. 3
Derry NH 03038
432-0444

Ada Mace (r)
13 Sirod Rd
Windham NH 03087
434-5285

Richard Campbell (r&d)
278 Belknap Men. Rd
Gilford NH 03246
524-2015

Phyllis Katsakiores (r)
1 Bradford St.
Derry NH 03038
434-9587 - h
432-9592 - w

Paul Fillion (r)
105 Centre St.
Concord NH 03301
225-5427
Merton Dyer (r)
PO Box 3, Morris St.
W. Peterboro NH 03468
924-3928 - h
878-1032 - w
Barbara Upton (r&d)
PO Box 397
117 New Boston Rd.
Bedford NH 03102
472-3433
John King (d)
2255 Goffs Falls Rd.
Manchester, NH 03103
644-0263-h
629-9350-w

Beverly Gage (r)
45 Pelham Rd.
Salem NH 03079
893-3126 - h
898-5277 - w
Randall Shaw (r)
425 Deerpath Ln.
Pembroke NH 03275
485-5156
Wayne Burton (d)
104 Madpury Rd.
Durham NH 03824
868-5037 - h
862-3320 - w

Lawrence R1chardson (d&r)
35 Isabella St.
Laconia, NH 03246
524-5260
Cecelia Kane (d)
391 Colonial Dr.
Portsmouth, NH 03801
436-3454-h
436-5110-w
Kenneth MacDonald ( r)
Trotting Tack Rd., Box 11
Wolfeboro, NH 03894
569-3300
Bartolo Prestipino (r&d)
29 Prospect St.
Milford, NH 03055
673-2911
Catherine Schneiderat (r)
286 Walnut St.
Manchester, NH 03104
669-9006
Maurice Goulet ( r)
48 Ministerial Branch
Bedford, NH 03102
472-8954-h
225-2231-w
Miriam Dunn ( d)
77 Pleasant Sr:
Concord, NH 03301
224-7836-h
224-5299-w

First Bank of Bush

Dollars froze-n
at .U niversity
Haaland addresses budget rescission
By Gordon Haaland
As many of you have learned through your
supervisors and managers, the University System
of New Hampshire will be affected by Governor
Gregg's recent budget rescission. He has already
signed Executive Order 89-1, a directive that applies
only to state agencies fully funded by the state and
which imposes a 3 % budget rescission. In addition,
legislation has been introduced to extend the
rescission to those state agencies partially funded
by the state, including the University System.
On January 13, when we learned that the
University might be affected by the rescission, a
special meeting was called. At that time, many deans,
directors and other heads of large budgetary units
were informed of the rescission and its implications.
In light of a potential loss of revenue, we began
to freeze personnel vacancies, travel, equipment
and supply expenditures, and established a provision
for exceptions. Deans and Vice Presidents, were
asked to use their discretion regarding exceptions.
As of this date, the University is expected to save
$ 1. 1 million from a University System rescission
of $1.6 million. This 3% cut is cause for deep concern
and will seriously jeopardize our ability to provide
quality education. Coming at the end of the academic
year, this represents a major setback, and I share
everyone's sense of frustration and disappointment
with this circumstance.
While we understand the need for concern over
state revenues, it is our responsibility to protect
the most important investment the State of New
Hampshire makes - - the education of its young
people. Therefore, as we meet with the legislature
this year regarding our biennial budget, we must
work vigorously to defend our need for restored
and increased funding for the University.
Due to the seriousness of this issue, I have called
a special joint meeting of the Academic Senate,
Student Senate, and the PAT and Operating Staff
Councils on Tuesday, February 7 at 12:30 in the
Johnson Theater. The entire University community
is welcome to attend.

Gordon Haaland is the president of the University
of New Hampshir~.
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TOM ORR OW NIG HT...
at 8:00

Get set for the progressively

L~ soun d of:

GRANITE STATE ROOM - MUB

t office .I ••••••••• ••••••••• •
- MUB ticke•••••••••
Tickets on sale
•••••••••
•••••••••
••••••••• •••••••••

••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••• •••••••••

Don 't miss

('('She's Gott a Have It"

a woman's search for _love in the big city.

SUND AY NIGH T at 7:00 & 9:30

!

I in MUB Straff ord Room

Accepti ng applicat ions '.o.r BUSINESS MANAGE~ ASSISTANT - - NOW !!!! .
Compe nsated pos1t1on ! ! Apply at room 148 ,n the MUB or call -1485. · ·. .
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Comedy Night Laughs Continue in Mub

By Mike Olliver
Most of the time, life is not
funny. But what is life without
laughter? If we cannot laugh at
ourselves, the next best thing
co do is co laugh at, or on rare
occasions, with, ochers. If you
find yourself wanting to laugh,
but are unable to do so, there
is no need to pull out the old
bag of THC - no need whatsoever. I suggest, instead, checking out the comedy night at the
mub, which runs every Wednesday night at 9:00.
Comedians Tony V and Louie
CK performed this past Wednesday evening. Most of the
comedy I've seen has been via
cable TV, so it was a pleasant
change to see these funnylooking guys in person. The
wooden chairs were a little hard
on my gluteous maximus, but
the payment I received in the
form of laughter made up for
it. It was a well spent hour and
a half.
Louie CK was the first to go
onstage. He was quick to point
out to the audience, which
numbered approximately 200,
that he had red hair, and that
he bought his ha-i r tonic from
Bobby Brady. The crowd seemed
to appreciate this personal
di~dosure, as well as most of
what he had to say.
The highlights of his act
included his views on New
Hampshire cops, the problems
of buying a hairbrush at the
drugstore, and why a horn
should always be in the middle
of the steering wheel. These
proved to me that he has the
ability co come up with good,
original material.
.. ·
Louie seemed to lose the
crowd a few times, but managed
to win it back, only after he
explained exactly what he was
talkiug about. I'm
··

.

referring to his puzzling sermons o.n God, liberal extremists,
and _his story about the naked
marme.
Next came Tony V. He was
by far the funnier of the two;
his neglect of personal hygiene
was good for a few chuckles
from the audience before he
even said a word. He introduced
himself as Valerie Bertinelli,
but to me he looked more like
a Puerto-Rican play-dough doll.
Tony V's most redeeming
feature (besides his great sense
of humor) is his ability to
command audience involvement. He didn't mercilessly
denounce the vulnerable physical abnormalities of various
members of the audience. Instead, he held conversations
with them before he put them
on public display. Then, he let
them have it.
I liked Tony V. He seemed
to be a few letters short of
BINGO, which, added to his
stream-of-consciousness style·
made his act hilariously enterraining. For instance, he wants
to see cowel-neck dickies come
into fashion. He also thinks that
America should spend 88-96%
of its time on the couch, because
nothing bad ever happens to
people on couches. He also
provided a sure-fire way of
escaping from alligators, and
explained why robbing a bank
with a rivet gun is such a hassle.
Both of these guys did pretty
well for being in an alcohol-free
environment, and having an
audience comprised of critical
college students. This is to their
credit. They have the ability to
make people like you and me
laugh, regardless of the elements. Finally, there's something worth laughing at on
Wednesday nights.
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Tony·v. creiting laughs,at Comedy Night last night in the Mub Pub.
(Photo

Mike Parnham)

Sail Away with Enya
Irish group Clannad (best exception, Watermark is a noble
known in the U.S.A. for being but flawed albuin. The majority
pals with U2), has just released of the record invloves itself with
her debut American LP, Water- dense, arhythmic atmospherics,
By Arthur Lizie
mark. The record fits in some- a spiritual midground between
New Age music, i.e. upscale where between the instrumental George Winston and Carmina
muzak, was originally conceived New Age artists and the vocal Burnana. Songs such as "Cursum
as an instrumental art. Musi- New Age artists, not to pigeon- Pertico" and "Storms in Africa"
cians used pianos, guitars, sax- hole or anything. From the are delightful if taken on their
ophones and other instruments instrumentalists Enya (nee own, but within the context of
as channels through which they Eithe Ni Bhranain in Ireland's the album they get lost; after
could ease the burdens of a County Donegal) derives a sense a few listens everything sounds
rough day at the off ice or of thought provoking atmos- alike. At times the grooves
country club for the MBA- phere and unconventionally seperating songs seem arbitrary
AMEX-BMW gang.
rhythmic instrumentation. The and extraneous.
Then along came artists such feel of Watermark conjures
The one shining moment is
as Suzanne Vega and Tracy images of Gaelic oceans and the brilliant single "Orinoco
Chapman. Their music, much journeys. The unconventional Flow (Sail Away)." On this tale
like New Age, was pleasant and rhythm is n.otable due to an of imaginary travel Enya weaves
unassuming, but they added a overall lack of per~ussive instru- a majestically hypnotic mixture
new twist: vocals. The lyrics ments, as Enya's voice or synch of vocals ( 120 duplicate overwere "socially relevant": child is often given the task of keep- dubs of her voice) with staccato,
orchestral synthesizer. It's a
abuse, the homeles.s, unwed ing time.
mothers and such. This was
From the New Age vocal refreshing and energetic coneven better than instrumental artists Enya appropriates the trast to the rest of the album.
New Age: the man or woman dynamic, as dynamic as possible
When taken in small doses,
slapping down the Diner's Club for New Age, mixture of gentle Watermark is a worthwhile disc.
card to buy the new Michelle music accompanied by human . If ·n othing else, it is at least
Shocked album (which they just voice, allowing for juxtaposi- better than the last Clannad
read about in latest copy of tions not available to the album for the simple reason that
super-hip Spin) could 1) chill straight instrumental New Age this record does not have a guest·
out, 2) stay young by keeping artists. Unlike Chapman, appearance by Journey's Steve
on cop of the new music scene Shocked et. al., Enya steers clear Perry. Expect to hear a lot of
and 3) feel as if they were from the "socially relevant" "Orinoco Flow" and not much
else from Watermark. The guess
making a bold social statement. topics.
All this, of course, in some
Well, now that we've trapped here is that Enya will hook up
pe_rverted, convoluted way, ~nya ii:tt.o a bo,x of musical with the "right" producer in a
brings us to Enya.
·
1mmob1lity, lets tdk about few years and have a bona fide
Enya, a former member of the --- Watermark, shall we? W.ith one hit on her hands a la Sinead.
Enya

Watermark
Geffen Records
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Week end Fillers

.r

The Dutch vocal ensemble QUINK will perform
at the University of New Hampshire in the Johnson
Theater on February 3rd at 8:00 pm. Their
performance is part of the UNH Celebrity Series,
and features a variety of styles frotn Renaissance
to 20th century music. Tickets are available at the
UNH Ticket Office in the MUB, 862-2290. Prices
are: $12 general, $10 senior citizens , faculty and
staff, $8 students.
Internationally acclaimed blues artist Jimmy "Fast
Fingers" Dawkins will appear at the Scone Church
in Newmarket on Saturday, February 4th, at 9:00
p.m. The event will mark the Stone Church's annual
contibution to Black History Month. Doors open
at 8, tickets are $5 and available only at the door.

t

One night only, February 4th, The Pontine
Movement Theatre presents Roman Paska's
"Uccelli, The Drugs of Love ... " at 8:00 p.m. Tickets
are available at Federal Cigar, 99 Congress Street
in Portsmouth or by calling Pontine's off ice at 4366660, and cost $12. Student rates are available.
In the Granite State Room this Saturday, Feb. 4th,
Shake T he Faith, a Boston based trio of musicians,
will p erform a t 9: 00. Opening for them at 8:00
p.m. are The Dorx, so be early. Tickets are available
at the t icket office in the MUB and are selling at
$3 for students and $5 for non-students.

Internationally · acclaimed blues artist, Jimmy Dawkins

.Dylan andTh e Dead
Bob Dylan
Dylan and The Dead
By Marc A. Mamigonian
Two years ago, in the summer
of 1987, when The Grateful
Dead were in the midst of their
amazing and rather annoying
resurgence, they and Dylan went
out on a 6 stadium mini-tour.
Many people, including some
fellow Dylan enthusiasts,
thought the pairing was the
greatest thing since Armenian
string cheese. Personally, I could .
not get too worked up about the
- whole thing (not Armenian
string cheese, which I like, but
the tour) . I was never too keen
on the Dead, and I didn't think
the pairing would be particularly
beneficial for Dylan. Thus, I
skipped the tour. The live album
Dylan and The Dead (creative
title, eh?) fills in a gap in my
Dylan catalogue and provides
some food for thought.
The reason I didn't think The
Dead would suit Dylan is because they are such a loose and
casual (some would say sloppy)
band live, Dylan's lazier tendencies (sloughing off lyrics and
lazy phrasing) might leap to the
forefront. The record proves
this to be true to a certain extent,
but it also reveals an unexpected
intensity produced by the "legendary pairing."
The album kicks off in dra, matic fashion with the Mad-AsHell- And-I'm-Not-Going -ToTake-It-Anymore "Slow Train
Coming;" the band sounds pretty fierce, and Bob spits out the
. lyrics with loads of venom and
righteous anger (summoning
up yet another Dylan voice,
unlike any other he has ever
used), r·e minding us "Man's
ego's inflated, _his laws are

I

outdated/They don't apply no
more, you can't rely to be
standing around waitin' /In the
home of the brave, Jefferson in
his grave/Fools glorify themselves tryin' to manipulate
satan." Pretty heavy stuff, even
for Bob. Things lighten up with
a lively, bouncing version of "I
Want You," only to veer back
toward the apocalyptic side with
a smokin', but nearly unintelligible, "Gotta Serve Somebody." I almost never have
trouble decoding Dylan's diction
(alliteration!), but I must admit, .
he really lost me on some of the
verses. The mood changes dramatically with a meandering, but
tender, rendition of the Highway 61 Revisited classic t<Queen
Jane Approximately," in which
Dylan tones down the taunting
nature of the original. The'
arrangement could have used
some serious tightening up, but
Dylan delivers it masterfully.
Side two opens with the
album's biggest mistake: 'Joey,"
a name that strikes fear into the
hearts of Dy Ian fans everywhere. It's not bad enough that
it is one of Dylan's worst songs
(originally, it was a blight on
the otherwise excellent 1976
Desire album); it is also one of
his longest. Even trimmed down
and sped up, it still runs an
ungodly nine-plus minutes.
"Joey" is the single greatest
argument for buying Dylan and
The Dead on compact disc; that
way, you can program it out and
never plague yourself with it
again, or at least skip ahead to
the part where he gets gunned
down in the clam bar in New
York. Fortunately, "Joey" is
followed by an outstanding

extended jam of "All Along the
Watchtower" (an extended jam?
the Dead? get outta here). Dylan
really sings the hell out of a song
that he has been doing for
twenty years now, and Garcia's
solos are appropriate, if typical.
Things wrap up with an odd
arrangement of the warhorse
"Knockin' On Heaven's Door,"
which is superfluous but plea.
sant.
I am glad this album got
released (I am of the school that
every Dylan tour should have
a live album, and most do),
because there is some excellent
material presented, and because
it both confirmed my suspicions
about a Dylan/Dead pairing and
dispelled others. Yes, there is
a tendency towards undisciplined rambling, but there is
also a lot of good feeling and
surprising chemistry between
Bob and the Deadrnen. The song
selection could have been improved; instead of the maddening "Joey" and the redundant
"Knockin' On Heaven's Door,"
the compilers of this album had
at their disposal versions of
"Chimes of Freedom," "Positively Fourth Street (recently
covered by Uncle Salty)," "Tomorrow Is A Long Time," and
other more adventurous choices.
Also, this live album 'more or
less nixes any chance of getting
a live collection from Dylan's
vastly superior 1988 "Pay For
Your Ticket and Don't Corn-·
plain" tour. Besides that, the
album cover is really, really ugly.
Which is too bad, because the
contents are quite interesting,
just a bit muddled at times, kind
of like ol' Bob himself these
days.

Acou stic Folk _
Bob Neuwirth
Back to the Front
Gold Castle
By John N. Turner
B o b N e u w i r.t h i s a
folk/ country singer who works
with acoustic guitars and acoustic accompaniment like mandolins and violins. He is a friend
of Bob Dylan's and three of
Dylan's sidemen from the '75
Rolling Thunder Review appear
on Back to the Front. Neuwirth
hasn't put out a record in many
years (he is . not a full-time
musician).
Neuwirth is better at writing
lyrics than at writing music.
There's ten songs on here. I love
the first three ("Eye on the
Road," "Annabelle Lee," and
"Private Eye"). On these songs,
music and lyrics match especially well, crooned out by Neuwirth's raw voice. Other highlights are "Beauty," a romantic
ode to the essence of feminine
beauty, and "Akron," an autobiographical song about hard
traveling.
Some of the other compositions .don't move me as songs,
the music on most of them is
not arresting, but even here the
lyrics are often astonishing: "If
you pretend you never had to
leave,/I'll pretend you're corning back."
Though Neuwirth's lyrics are
often insufficiently supported
by his tunes, there are several
songs which connect completely. Side 1 contains most of these.
The sturdy ballad. "Eye on the
Road" leads into "Annabelle
Lee," a haunting song of yearning for a lost love. Mixed with
memories of "Growing up reckless someplace on the edge of
the city" are the idyllic Dixie
recollections "of a garden
where/The old ladies sit in the

shade and flutter their fans/ Aii
· gathered together to gossip like
a bunch of old colonels/ And
charm the swans from the pond
with the lily-white hands." Lost
somewhere between the alleys,
which have been his real home,
and the beauty of this preadolescent picture of the garden,
is Annabelle Lee. All the singer
can do is how 1 like Poe for
Annabelle Lee to reemerge.
"And is that the singing of
Annabelle Lee that I hear? /Is
that the ghost of the Lady I'm
dying to see?"
Even better is the jolly conceit
which follows, "Private Eye."
The singer takes on the persona
of a private detective, hired by
a woman who isn't home at the
time she has told him to arrive.
So he wanders around her house
as private eyes will: "Resisting
the temptation to kick down
your bedroom door/I sip a cool
libation and pace the hardwood
floor." The singer is just falling
asleep in a chair when, like a
vision, "The sound of silk
pajamas announces that you're
here./Slipping softly down beside me you whisper in my
ear,j'Is it dangerous to be a
private eye?'." The banjo propels this song along. Lyrics which
are both hilarious and deeply
moving join to create a really
swinging tune.
This record might be hard to
find. It's released on a small
label, Gold Castle, which also
handles Joan Baez, Judy Collins,
and Peter, Paul, & Mary. It
would, frankly, be nicer if some
of these songs were released on
a compilation with the best
work of several other artists,
because I find this album to be
uneven. Still, the highlights of ·
this LP would be highlights of
any LP of its kind. Get it if you
can.
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PEASE
(continued from page 1)
planes and FB-111 fighterbombers will be no more, and
the seacoasr area may become
a much quieter place.
Pease, which was born in
1956, serves as the host base for
the officers assigned to the
-UNH ROTC, said Col. Arthur
J. Heaphy, professor of aerospace studies.
"ROTC works for UNH,"
Heaphy said, and contends there
will be a minimal impact on his
people here at UNH since
Hanscom Air Force Base, an
alternative host base, is only an
hour away.
According to Heaphy, the rest
of the seacoast may benefit from
the closure.
"Pease has something to offer
to the area," Heaphy said.
Because the base has a 12,000
ft. runway, according to Heaphy,
it could accommodate the space
shuttle, and makes the base an
ideal location for a commercial
airport. The runway is one of
the longest and best built strips
north of Boston, and currently
houses the 509th wing of the
45th U.S. Air Division.
If the base were to close, the
runway and much affordable
housing would become available. "Massport (the company
that runs Logan International
Airport) has shown a desire to
contract the air facility, aq.d
Portsmouth wants to get the
housing," Heaphy said.
There is no set date for the
closing and any dates that have
been offered so far are only
speculation, Heaphy said. The
potential uses of the base that
have been proposed so far are
also speculation, and a "pecking
order" exists among the groups
showing an interest in the base,
Heaphy said.
The department of defense
has first pick, followed by other
federal agencies, then state and
local interests come last. "The
navy needs base housing,"
Heaphy said, and the even~ual
use of the 30 year old base all
depends on what happens after
( the bill is passed).
The closing of the base is also
surrounded with controversy.
If it does close, the base may
become the responsibility of the
town of Newington. This means
that Newington would have to
supply the ex-base with fire
protection, police protection,
snow plowing and the repair
and maintenance for its 30 miles
of internal roads. Base closings
are also expensive, and regional.
taxpayers are concerned they
may be required to pay for a lot
of cleanup after the base is
abondoned.
In a recent meeting of the
Strafford regional planning
commission, many potential
problems with the closing of
the base were addressed. The
primary concern was the tre~
mendous liabilities, which may
be transferred to the region in

the event of a base closing.
ones, rather than a decrease in
the· costs.
"Who's going to pay for it,
that's my question," said Dr.
"Something is going to need
E. F. Jansen, chairman of UNH' s
to be done in the future, and
department of resource economalthough the base may be a longics. The affordable housing is
term economic asset, the connot a benefit, Jansen said. The cern is about short-term costs,
buildings are of poor quality and
which the government may
may contain large amounts of leave us in the seacoast to eay,"
asbestos, according to Jansen. Jansen said.
"It may be cheaper to bulldoze
Heaphy doesn't see the gothe buildings and start over,"
vernment closing the base and
Jansen said.
leaving the issues that concern
area officials unattended. "The
There are also 35-year-old
fuel tanks buried in the ground
federal government doesn't just
-•M
under the base. Environmen- desert people," Heaphy said.
talists have displayed concern
According to Heaphy, the
over the potential leaks from
purely speculative nature of so
these over-the-hill tanks affectmany of the post-closing proing groundwater underneath the
jections may also apply to the \
base.
environmental and economic .'
"Schools must change their . concerns.
.. .
buried fuel tanks every 24
The closing of the base needs
--~
.
years," Jansen said, and the
to be viewed as a regional issue,!
tanks at Pease are over the age Jansen said. "If they decommislimit.
sion the base, they should leave
•
Many area planners are conit as they found it," Jansen
4
cerned that what may occur is
said,"and they didn't find it with _ .
.
.
..
·
rusting fuel tanks in the
lying high m the sky they wave bye-bye. (photo by Mike
a shift in costs for the base from
ground."
Parnham)
federal taxpayers to regional
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LAON.CH YOOR
CAREER IN
LONDON
With An International Intern~hip.
Be a part of an exciting work-study
program for juniors, seniors and graduate
students.
For 15-unforgettable weeks, you'll live
in beautiful Kensington in central London.
You'll begin with full-time study at fully
accredited Richmond College. Then,
you'll build valuable job skills and gain
international experience working in such
desirable fields as business, advertising,
politics, law and journalism.
For· more information about a semester-·
that could launch your career, fill out and
mail the coupon below.

1ij>

American Institute For Foreign Studye
102 Greenwich Ave.,Greenwich, CT 06830
1~BOO- 727 -AIFS

YES, I'm interested in launching my career in London by taking
part in Richmond College's International Internship Program.

FAKE FUR HATS

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ __ State: _ _ __ ZIP: _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
UNH
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by Kurt Krebs •
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by Jeff Harris

Death in Heaven - A Companion

-

YOU WERE JOME- EVERY TIME YOUR FILM5
THING All RIGHT.. WENT ON J1n: COLORIZED••

CLASSIFIED
If.EAL TH
SERVfCES
The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of those with
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who are college graduates.
Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than overdrinking. The effects may be additive and
they may interact in unknown ways.
Overdose and/or death is more possible.
Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT
the same as blacking out. Passing out is
becoming unconscious, blacking out is
a memory lapse. More info call· Health
Services at 862-3823
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
the use of alcohol have a negative empact
on self, others or property. For some people,
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
for oneself. More info call Health Services
at 862-3823
The leading cause of death for 18-24 year
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age
group with an increasing death. Don't let
yourself or your friends become part of
the statistics. Ca~I Health Services 8623823 for more into.
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you may be at risk tor AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgementa l AIDS
antibody counseling and/ or testing, call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823
If you are a sexually active gay or bisexual
male, you amy be at risk for AIDS. For free,
anonymous and non-judgementa l AIDS
antibody counseling and/or testing, call
the office of health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH, 8623823
If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For free, anonymous and.non-judgemental
antibody testing and/ or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Pro..JD.Otion, Health Services Center, UNH 862-

Avia 475 High Tops, Ladies Size 8 Aerobic
Shoes. Brand new. Perfect condition .
Owner is simply addicted to Reebok! Call
Tamara at 749-2971.
Women's leather coat, oxblood color,
midcalf, with removable lining, size 16, $80.
Leather blazer, oxblood color, size 15, $40.
Call "868-1536 after 5pm.
Skis, K2 150's, Solomon Bindings, Boots
Women's 7 1 /2, Good Condition. $60.00
or B.O. Call Judy days 862-2529, nights
778-3150.

Part-time secretary, approximately 15
hours per week (flexible). Basic office skills
required, no shorthand or computers. Some
light bookkeeping possible but not required.
Send resume to New Generation, Inc. P.O.
Box 676, Greenland, NH 03840. 436-4989
for further details.
Wanted: Helper for Handicapped Person.
Alternate Saturdays. $6.25 Easy Work.
Great Boss. Call Dan at 692-4764
Personal Care Attendant Needed for Male
Quadrapalegic. $6.25 per/hour. Will train.
No Experience Needed. Flexible Hours.
On Kari-van Route. Call 742-3541
Workstudy postions available in Glacier
Research Group. Help needed in all
aspects of ice core research. No experience necessary. $4.50 to 5.00/hr New
Science Building rm 355 phone 2463
DRUMMERS! audition for massive boston
rocknroll band, BULLET LAVOLTA. make
records, tour the u.s./ europe, do the punk
rock thang. must be able to hit hard, but
with soul and grace. call tom, (617) 437.
0684.

Join now thru spring break. 30 days for
$25 .00 . Tanique Suntan Center. Portsmouth. 431-7047.

Dawnie, Let's not let our differences of our
past affect our present friendship. Good
luck with everything! Your buddy

Nikos Livadas, I'm hiding ...

Hey Mary, want to compare tan lines? Meet
me at Tanique on Congress Street in
Portsmouth. John

Wanted: Potential Valentine. No commitment necessary. Must be willing to send
flowers, candy, and card on Feb. 14. RSVP,
ASAP, KC, TNH.
Yesterday was Marty's birthday. If you want
to see some rude pictures of him and his
quitar, talk to Fud.

• 1984 Jeep CJ, 57,000 miles, AM/FM
cassette, recently tuned, new plugs, wires,
$4,800. 862-3698 (before 4:30), 642-9976
(after 6:00)

WANTED: Attractive female with oldfashioned yet liberal values. Must like the
Yankees, green hair and talking about me.
Also must like to read the occasional lame
Forum piece about politics or baseball.
U2 worship optional. I'm at Benjamin's most
nights of the week. Ask for Pops.

1985 VW Golf GTI, sunroof, AM/FM
cassette. Fogs, spoiler. 46,000K. Excellent
condition. $5,500/ BO. 431-1543 - days,
431-0053- eves. Carolyn Burgess.

RUSH SIGMA IOTA SIGMA! Open Rush
starts February 13th 8-1 0 and February
15th 9:45-11 in the Grafton Room of the
MUB. Be a part of the New Beginning.

1981 Honda Civic Hatchback, very good
condition, 5-speed, AM/FM cassette, (new
brakes, clutch, exhaust system) $1,250
call (207) 384-5516.

"Hunger Cleanup" Major Spring Hunger
Fundraiser Targeting Local National.and
International Hunger!! (Individuals and
Groups Interested) Call Scott at 7 43-4326

All right, you godless commies at The New
Hampshire, I'm sick of your liberal bias.
The pencil through the Bush picture was
one thing, but making fun of Barbara Bush
is sacreligious! You're all cacaheads!

For Sale: 1 Poison/ Tesla ticket. Portland,
ME Feb 15. Gen. admission. $15 or best
offer. 862-4245 ask for Greg.

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA "Where Everyday
is a Weekend." Open Rush Mon. Feb.6 and
Wed. Feb.8.

FU, Thanks for being a great friend! I was
wrong, I can't get by without you. I LOVE
YOU!

Stereo amplifier for sale. Sansui AU-555A.
40 watts per channel. Also Lafayette tuner.
Askjng $50. Call Doug 868-1095 (Days).
1985 Subaru GL 2 dr hatchback. 5-speed,
76,000 highway miles. Brand new $700
exhaust system front to back. Metallic
brown with beige cloth 'i nterior. AM/FM
cassette. One owner, excellent condition.
Need larger car. $3,195.00 Days 603-3298341 , Eves. 603-485-5451.
VOLVO 145 wagon 1974. New tires, brakes
and shocks. Solid automatic trans. $675.00
or best offer. 742-3233 nights ask tor Chris.
Women's size 8 ski boots- $99. Bright red
Technia-almost new. Call Kellie 862-4150.

l05T $'

fQUND

Found: Young female cat: Golden brown
blend, black-tipped tail. Found in Durham
faculty area. Call 868-1444 or 679-1156.

3823
If you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS.
For tree, anonymous and non-judgemental
antibody testing and/or counseling call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH 8623823

Greetings from the Asylum. No, they haven't
locked the doors yet. Can we get together
soon? Karls? Love, Cujo

·sue C.- Happy Birthday! This semester's
looking pretty cooool, Roomie! Hope you
have a great time tonight. Molsons on the
house? haha! I love you- Jillie
Sue C.- Happy Birthday! People say we're
the life of the party 'cause we have a drink
or twenty. I love you- Kim
Sue C.- Happy twentieth! You're the
greatest! We're in for some fun times this
semester and we're off to a good start!!
I love you!- Kerry

Gay/Bisexual men's support group meets
every Monday 8pm Conference Room,
Health Center. Come and be yourself
Complete confidentiality respected.
BRIGHTEN YOU LIFE!! MEETTHATSOMEONE SPECIAL THROUGH OUR SINGLES
CLUB. INTRO SINGLES CLUB BOX 3006,
BOSTON, MA. 02130
SCARED? ...But you've always wanted to
be adventerous? Now is your chance!!!
NHOC Parachuting Trip May 6th - Jump
from 3500 ft. Don't limit your higher
education experiences with only books.
Stop by the NHOC office MUB Rm 129 8623427 and ask for Johnny D. An experience
you'll never regret!!!
HAPPY 22nd B-DAY, JENNIFER! Hope
you enjoyed yourself . Good luck on the
big test. From the ruggedly handsome guy
who taught you everything you know about
vocabulary.
SPRING BREAK!! GREAT PRICE. PARTY
IN FLORIDA/PANAMA/DAYTONA $199$219 Call Joni 868-1637 /659-3198
Lesbian support gorup: discuss common
problems, issues, and experiences in a
friendly, confidential atmosphere. Meetings
each Tuesday at 8:30 pm in The Health
Services Resource Room.
SPRING BREAK!! GREAT PRICE!! PARTY
IN FLORIDA/PANA MA/DATONA! Call:
Joni868-1637
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA "Where Everyday
is a Weekend." Open Rush Mon. Feb.6 and
Wed. Feb.8.

HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY CHARLIE.
DON'T CELEBRATE TOO MUCH. REMEMBER YOU STILL HAVE ONE MORE
YEAR BEFORE YOU'RE LEGAL. HA VE
A GOOD ONE. KATHY
WICKED.
WICKED WHAT?

Hey Sue C.- Have a great birthday. Enjoy
yourself, don't get too rowdy. Love Gail

HEY D - Check out that snowplow on the
roof. I wonder how it got there?

Fred, You're the best little sister- Don't
stress- you'll survive the green dress! Love,
Sue

Bo, Smunch, and Space- LOOK! A personal
for you . Do you feel happy? I Love You.
Pokey.

Join Tanique Suntan Center. Get three of
your friends to join and receive some free
tanning. Call now 431-704 7.

RUSH KAPPA SIGMA "Where everyday
is a weekend." Open Rush Mon. Feb. 6 and
Wed. Feb.8

SPEND SPRING BREAK BIKING IN KENTUCKY. ONLY $175.00. FIND OUT MORE
AT THE FIRESIDE INFO MEETING TUESDAY 7:30 pm STRAFFORD RM. MUB

RAISIN IS STILL TRYING TO SELL CREW
T-SHIRTS. HELP HIM OR HE IS GOING
TO SHRIVEL UP AND DIE. BLUE $10,
WHITE $12/ Sizes S,M,L,XL. Call 862-4427
or stop by Hall House Rm 218.

Julie Kahan- Here's a personal so quit
complaining. Love, Amy S.
Jeanine - You've gotta believe me. I didn't
do it to hurt you . I've got a disease . No,
not that, I got a shot for that. No, I'm suffering
from something far worse - an addiction
to sex. So you see ; the other 34 women
were just part of the symptoms. Forgive
me?

'82 Renault Le Car-runs and in good shape.
Needs brake work to pass inspection. New
tires , only 60K . $250 or BO. Call Jere at
868-2886.

MAX CREEK, MAX CREEK, MAX CREEK!
Welcome Max Creek to UNH , Friday Feb .
1O @ 8pm in the Granite State rm , .MUB ,
Tix on sale now ... and the night of the show!

'82 Subaru 4 wheel drive wagon . In good
shape with little rust. Well taken care of,
all routine maintenance done, oil changed
every 3K. $850.00 or BO. Call Jere at 8682886.

HEY!! Tomorrow night don 't miss the
rocking sound of Shake the Faith!! Playing
in the MUB Granite State Room at 8:00pm.
Tickets on sale at the door and MUB ticket
office!!

To the genetically mutant, morally defunct,
and ethically devoid individuals who
mistakenly removed our favorite piece of
patio furniture: May tiny worms and other
such pests crawl up your anal orifice and
cause you great discomfort so that you
can no longer sit on OUR couch. Rosemary
Lane.
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA "Where everyday
is a weekend ." Open rush Mon. Feb. 6 and

Wed . Feb.8.
Hey, Spear, wake up for your class , you
'
skirt!_
Jim, let's change our 'watersports' meeting
to 11 :30. And this time, we'll go for the whole
hand. Love, your Valentine
Taylor, oh what a foolish-crazy-go - crazy
man you are.

FIRESIDE MOTHER/DAUG HTER TRIP!!
FIND OUT MORE AT THE INFO MEETING
TUESDAY, 7:30 STRAFFORD RM IN THE
MUB.
Congreve 311- Peanutbutter, I know you
think I'm crazy, crazy about you. I'll never
stop loving you! Love, Lo Mein

Kirk, Congrats on Woodstock! You're a
great little bro, don't go changing. Snap
RUSH KAPPA SIGMA "Where Everyday
is a Weekend." Open Rush Mon. Feb.6 and
Wed. Feb.8.
SPRING BREAK: Nassau/Paradise Island
from $~99.00. Package includes: roundtrip
air, transfers, 7 nights hotel, beach parties,
free lunch, cruise, free admission to
nightclubs, taxis, and more!!! Cancun
packages also available!! Organize small
group, earn free trip! 1-800-231-0113 or
(203) 967-3330.
Sun! Parties! Fun! All this and more is
waiting for you in Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco and Daytona. Make your spring
break reservations now to reserve a space.
Call Sarah or Kathy at 868-5955 for
reservations.
SPRING BREAK reservations to tropical
Jamaica, sunny Mexico, and wild Daytona
are now being taken. LI Mil ED number of
spaces. Call Sarah or Kathie at 868-5955
for details.

FIRESIDE INFO. MEETING!! FIND OUT
..ABflllI..I_HIS SPRING'S TRIPS TUESDAY
7:30 pm STR.AFFORD-itM;·MUB- -.
Join now thru .rpring break 30 day.r for $25.00.
Tanique Suntan Center. Port.rmouth 4317047
PAUL! It was great running in to you the
other day; how about a social drink and
7_!_ _b._et me know!
-conversation som.eUm_.~_
. ~,- ------ ----'
Allison

Needed ... Good vocal chords and an
adventurous spirit!!' NHOC Parachuting
trip May 6th. Jump from 3500 feet! Save
$10 a week until then and go with some
thrills that you have always been putting
off. No excuses this time!!! Stop by the
NHOC office in the MUB Rm 129 862-2145
and GET INVOLVED~.. or call 743-3427
and ask for Johnny D. An experience you'll
scream about to all your friends and more!!!
Wake 'n Bake in beautiful Negril, Jamaica.·
Unbelievable spring break packages starting at $439. Call Sun Splash tours at 1800-426-7710.

SERVICES
Typing/ word processing. Professional
quality, guaranteed results, spelling accuracy included, call Dover 742-2037.
Professional Word Processing for all your
documents, reports, etc. Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates. quick-return.
Janet Boyle, 659-3578.
Horse boarding now available at DeMeritt
Hill Farm on route 155 in Lee. New stables.
Only 3 miles from campus. Full board for
only $200 per month. Call Bill at 868-2134
or Steve at 868-1480. Evenings best. Keep
trying.
What makes for exciting, fulfilling relationships? For a free mail survey, write:
Relationships, Box 5142, Station A, WilkesBarre, PA 18710
MUSO Photography is now offering creative
portraiture to students and non-students.
Portraits are all original and of expressive
nature which can be taken in various
outdoor locations on campus. All work is
completed and finely crafted on black and
white prints. $20 includes all costs . For
more info or portfolio review, contact
Michael Borcnardt at MUSO 862-1485 .
Room 148 in the MUB.
What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to talk to someone
about ·being different at UNH .. .feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing Dept.
862-3405; Stuart Churchill -Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office 862-2050; Les Fisher
English Dept. 862-1313; Marianne For~
tescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050.
If you have had a blood transfusion between
1975 and 1985, you might be at risk for
AIDS. For free and anonymous · AIDS
antibody counseling and for testing call
the office of Health Education and Promotion, Health Services Center, UNH. 862-

MAX CREEK, MAX CRE~K, MAX CREEK!
Welcome Max-Creek..to UNl:l~ECLO.s!Y .f..eb.
10 @ 8pm in the Granite State rm, MUif-··· 3823.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
tix on sale now ... and the night of the show!
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
the
with
nights
Spend Friday and Saturday
for.AIDS. For free, anonymous and nonmen's hockey team! They'll show you. whaL .
judgemental AIDS antibody counseling
they've got- 7:00 at Lively Snively.
and/ or testing call the office of Health
Here's to lively Snively Arena!! Boy did you
Education and Promotion, Health Services
get me! Hope we find a hammock before
Center, UNH. 862-3823.
you go the U.S.S.R. Curly
Alcoholism has been called "the most
How to prevent that sunburn later. Tanique
serious drug problem": due to the cost to
431-7047.
society, physical damage to the body's
organs, and the large number of fatalities
Deb Hurst- Happy 21st! Have a beer tor
and victims resulting from accidents or
me: No one cares how old you are in
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862-3823.
England! Love, Harper
Health Services for more info.
Elissa: love that green dress. You're almost
"Drink provokes the desire, but it takes
there. Hope you had a great week. Love,
away the performance," Shakespear!:).
Your big sister Kerri
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
Sunshine, vacation, relaxation. Enjoy it,
sexual stimulation, but reduces physical
.
Tanique
at
now
don't destroy. Prepare
abilities and can lead to irresponsible
Suntan Center. 30 days for $25.00. 431decisions making. Call Health Services
7047.
862-3823 for more info.
Chambo: Happy 15 months . I knew we
Using alcohol responsibly means not letting
could make it. Get psyched for many more!
the use of alcohol have a negative impact
I love you, Karen
on self, others or property. For some people
HEY!! Tomorrow night don 't miss the
this may be the decision not to use alcohol
Playing
Faith!
rocking sound of Shake the
at all. Recognize another's right to decide
in the MUB Granite State Room at 8:00pm.
for oneself.
Tickets on sale at the door and MUB ticket
Drinking and driving is a serious problem .
office!!
More than 22,500 traffic deaths each year
involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths every
WANNA GO TO A COMMUNE? GO TO
day . More people hav e bee n killed in
THE FIRESIDE INFO MEETING TUESDAY
alcohol -related accidents in this country
7:30 STRAFFORD RM , MUB
than have died in our foreign wars.
Laura Diamond- was thinking of you on
Everybody has a favorit e cure for a
Sat. Have fun th is week! The easy part is
hangover. but they all have one thing in
almost over! Harper
common - they don't work. What does work
Let's go Blue! Screw BU' UMaine too! Join
us Friday and Saturday nights to cheer on
the men's hockey team.

is preventative medicine . If you control
your consumption . you won 't get a hangover.

1
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Roommate needed to share 4 -bedroom
apariment with three females. $210/month.
~~~ilities. Contact Kim at 742 -0247.

HOUStNG

Durham - large bedroom, kitchen privileges,
campus one - half mile, parking, phone
hook-up, nonsmokers, Deposit/lease
$275/mo. 868-2730.

Needed-Female non -smoker to share
room . New condo in Dover 6 mi from
campus . $300/mo includes utilities. Call
Jenn 749-4031 .

2 Bedroom duplex w/cathedral ceilings ,
fireplace, in like new condition, rural setting
near Kari-van and UNH $600 mo . Marc
742-2610
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HEY SMOOTH-

Letters
to the
Editor
should be
typed and
must include
a name,
address and
phone number
for
verification .

We think
you're really
cuuute!
Have the happiest birthday
ever and don't get the big E.

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY
CHARLIEHAVE A JUICY ON US!!

We love you,
The Old Randall Crew

LOVE,

YOUR FELLOW
HALL HOUSERS

I

.

.

~\ OOM-PAH- PAH

~~

WUNDER
BUYS!

WRY SHOULD YOO
JOIN THE NEW BIMPSBIBE?

.

1. Because it's real cool.
2. If you don't, you're a big
stupid-head.

3. How do the words
chaffeur-driven limousine

sound?
4. Because you'll get to
sit mere inches away
from finely sculpted editors.

..,.

5.Because,because,because, because, becaaaause
6. Because of the wonderful things he does!
7. You can let your hair
down and say "Moo" in
the spacious offices.
8. Because you can sit in

chairs that tilt, swivel
AND roll!
9. Because if you don't,
we will find you and brainwash you into_thinking
you're Uncle Jesse from
the Dukes of Hazzard.

The Few. The Load.
The New Hampshire.

Babson College has a welldeserved reputation for preparing
men and women for successful
business careers.
You'll find a learning environment that's definitely not boring,
with some of the most respected
business and management
professors in the coun~. And
Babson offers a field of study in
business and liberal arts that

includes everything from "Entrepreneurship and ~ew Ventures"
to "Japanese Language and
Culture:'

So if you're serious about
business, don't just spend your
summer vacation at any school,
invest it at Babson. Call today or
send in the coupon for complete
information.
Summer Session I: ·
Registration deadline May 30.
Summer Session Il:
Registration deadline July 13.

r-:------------,I

I SUMMER
I -SESSI0 N I & II
I '----------'

Dean Albert L. Dragon
Babson College
Babson Park, MA 02157
Call (617) 239-4451 or
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

I
I

I
I Name
--------1
1
Address
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1
I
State
I City
I
Phone
I Zip

I

BABsON COUEGE

I

L---~~~~!~---.J
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Hard work pays off for Caracci

...

-

By George E. Elder
UNH strength coach Fred
Domowitz said, "Caracci's
Senior wrestler Mike Caracci
st~ength at least equals his
won his 101st career match last
superior wrestling skills. He
Friday to set an all time UNH
could be a top ten bench presser
record. Caracci (pronounced carat his body weight in the U.S."
ah-chee) obliterated Western
Outstanding strength is not
New England's Rich Elpi by a
Caracci's greatest attribute howscore of 19-4 before the home
ever.
,
town fans and reporters from
Coach Urquhart said, "Mike
several newspapers. He was
wants to be a winner and is
awarded a technical pin fall
willing to work at it. He lifts,
which brought his over all
runs and wrestles very intencollegiate career record to 101
sely." When asked about Caracwins, only 30 loses and one tie.
ci' s greatest asset Urquhart said,
Caracci has been a key factor
in UNH wrestling's sterling 12- • "Mike has the best winning
2 record this season. Coach Jim attitude I've seen to date."
Teammate Nate Baldasaro
Urquhart was never in doubt
has been a friend of Caracci's
of Caracci's ability to break the
for four years. He said, "Mike
record.
"Mike's one of the best doesn't get enough credit for
what he has accomplished.
wrestlers I've ever coached,"
Despite wrestling having the
Urquhart said. "He'll end up
with between 110 to 115 career best record of any winter sport,
the team doesn't get much
wins depending on how the
publicity."
New England's go."
tla1aasaro aaaea Mtke·s been
Caracci's recent record is only
working hard and winning for
one in a vast list of awards this
diminutive pugilist has gar- years. It's about time someone
noticed."
nered. Amongst other achieveCaracci did his high school
ments Caracci has:
Won Gold Medals in Greco- wrestling at Long Beach High,
Roman and Free Style Wres- Great Neck, New York. He
tling in the 1987 Maccabi games record was 81-8 at Long Beach.
Caracci explained why he
in Israel.
Won the New England 118 came to New Hampshire.
"It was Coach Urquhart,"
lbs. Collegiate Free Style ChamCaracci said. "He puts a lot of
pionship in 1987 and 1988.
Placed third in the 1987 time into the team and is one
Olympic Festival in Greco- of the greatest coaches I've had.
Roman style wrestling (lost to He really cares."
Caracci is a Business Admina three time Olympian).
Been the only UNH wrestler istration major who plans on
to ever win a match in the getting into sales in the near
NCAA National Collegiate Free future. He said that coaching
is also one of his desires, but
Style Tournament.
At five feet and 118 pounds, for now, there is only wrestling.
Currently, Mike is working
Caracci certainly is not the Hulk
Hogan type most people asso- hard to get ready for the upcomciate with wrestling. Despite ing New England Collegiate
his small stature, Caracci has Championships. He said that
bench pressed over 270 pounds. it takes "mental toughness,

desire and will power" to prepare for such a prestigious
event.
"I work out for up to four
hours a day to get ready," said
Caracci. "There's my lifting and
running to get done, and then
we ' re in the mat room for a
couple of hours.'.'
When discussing school work
Caracci said, "I make time for
studying no matter how tired
I gee. I've managed to get a 2.93
GPA, but if I have a good
semester I could graduate with
a 3.0."
He went on to talk about what
a wrestler has to endure to be
successful.
"It's not just working out, but
you also have to watch your
weight," Caracci said. "I have
to stay at 118 pounds, so while
others are eating, I end up
hungry. It wears on you all day
long."
Not only is his meager diet
stressful but so are the bumps
and bruises of wrestling itself.
"So far I've broken a bursa
sack in my elbow and hyperextended it once," Caracci said.
"My right shoulder's acrom'ioclavicular joint is wearing away
and the doctors can't figure out
what's hurting my left shoulder
yet."
He added, "My back has been
injured a few times also, and
then there's the cauliflower ear.
It's all part of the sport."
When asked about his greatest regrets Car'acci said, "No
one notices our team. We work
harder than almost any other
athletes and get less respect than
anyone. Our team has had the
best record of any winter sport
at UNH for the last two years
but gets very little notoriety.
I only wish the other kids and
Coach Urquhart would get their

share of recognition."
Caracci reflected on how
good he felt the team could
become.
He, said, "If Coach Urquhart
had arty scholarships we could
become a national p.ower. We
beat a lot of scholarship teams
as it is, but coach has a. tough
time recruiting against scholarship programs. The only
reason good wrestlers come here
is because of coach."
Coach Urquhart said of Caracci , " W a nting to be a champion, and being a champion, are
two different things. You get
what you put in, and Mike's put
a lot of effort into winning."
With Caracci's work ethic and
desire, he has to be considered
a winner in more ways than one.
He and th~ rest of the squad are
a class an tndeed.

Mike Caracci owns the Wildcat
school record for wrestling
victories in a career, and is
looking for still more success.
·- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - -

•B-BALL•(continued from page 23)
look at this defeat as another
in a long list of losses for UNH,
one should realize that Siena,
who should be ranked in the top
25 in the nation, beat Pittsburgh
early this year . Sports fans
remember that Pittsburgh defeated present day number one
team Oklahoma.
The loss was, in Friel's words,
unfortunate and fortunate.
"It was fortunate that we
-played so well," explained Friel.
"But it was also unfortunate,
because if we had played like
this again~t Colgate, we would
have won.
The Wildcats will travel to
Burlington, Vermont Saturday
to do battle with the University

of Vermont, in a game that has
serious implications on a NAC
Tournament bid.
"We have our backs against
the wall, to say the least," Friel
said in regard to the odds of
making it to the NAC Tournament. "We must play more
aggressive without fouling defensively."
Friel also acknowledges the
standout performances by Derek Counts in the past several
games, but states that there
must be a total team effort on
Saturday as well as for the rest
of the season.
"We need everybody on all
cylinders on both offense and
defense."

-GO WILDCATS/

Letters
Letters (cont.)

and Undersigned Gifts Fund, the
enlisted the support and advice ot
PFO, and others. PIP and the
several professors. The group
Finally if we actually succumb inherently is visible to other schools
Political Science Department
to the idea of a MLK day, I'd really at the UN and enhances UNH
pledged enough to cover one third
like to think we would honor it academic credibility. The model
of our expenses. The other potential
properly. By properly, I mean not UNH itself is an ideal way to truly
sources have either flatly refused
forgetting the true reasons why we learn beyond the classroom; by
or are stalling. This piecemeal
- honor this man, as we have done seeking to emulate as closely as
porcess is ludicrous. Let's get our
to Washington and Lincoln's birth- possible the real UN students must
priorites straight. A University is
days.
here to provide an education, not
Jim Poisson
apply themselvews in a way that
to take, take, take. UNH often
goes beyond classroom term papers.
makes me feel nothing is worth
The model UN also fosters ari
trying because it won't be supportQ
appreciation and interest in "died. I don't think I am the only one.
To the ·Editor:
versity", an often used buzz-word
Small budgets mean hard decisions.
Throughout my years at UNH,
in the community. What could be
But there should at least be a
I have found myself repeatedly
more diverse than a meeting with
decision. If a student group as this
frustrated by what President Haa- schools from all over the country
land refers to as "allocation" of representing countries from all over ' does not merit a decision for
support even in the face of small
th e wor! d ? To deny st udents the
funds. Part of this frustration is
budgets, I fear for the future of
inevitable in light of the lack of state chance to experience an extracurUNH.
support for the University system.
ricular academic experience such
Sincerely
However, much of it is the result as this is to continue to frustrate
Bill Barnes
of an admistrative process that a nd shortchange st udents who
Senior, Philosopy Major
misuses the funding that we do desperately need ~ supportive
Minors, Math & Economics
have; the students are often the ones environment for real learning.
who are forced to bear the brunt
If UNH is to become the "best
of this muses. As a student who is small public university in the
currently preparing to attend the country" it needs to have a system To the Editor:
Harvard National Model United of support for extracurricular acaIn the light of rapes last semester,
Nations as a delegate representing demic pursuit. To be one hour away damage to cars in A-lot (assumed
the country of Sri Lanka and UNH, from Boston and not take advantage alcohol related), and the underage
I
· f d
lf ·
d 'bl
of an opportunity such as the
again rn myse mere 1 Y Harvard National Model UN is an drinking, we must ask ourselves
th
st
_ fru rated at e process our group utter embarassment. State schools if it wouldn't be better if we did
something else on our weekends
has been forced to go through in
an attempt to find funding. As it from California attend. Two years other than drink (alcohol) at frastands, we may not even be able .to ago when I participated in the UN, ternity and other parties. WoulJ
students from other schools were it be wiser to abstain and take
go, even after being assigned a
country by Harvard and paying the amazed that we payed so much to adantage of the university sponregistration fee.
attend UNH yet still had to pay for sored activities on weekends? Sure,
I have given up on using "logic" our own trasportation and food.
if some can be found.
to figure out why a studnet group Yet I will pay for transporatation.
"There was not a lot to do (on
st
such as this would not be considered I will pay for food. But as a udent weekends) except try to get into
"fundworthy" even in light of scarce who pays ten thousand dollars a fraternity parties, in which case you
resouces. The group is a golden year for an eduation I can't afford were usually unsuccessful," a quote
opportunity for the University to to and should not have to pay for from senior Rob Radler reminiscpartially make up for many of the hotel rooms and registration fees.
ing of his freshman year, showing
things it fails to encourage. It is We ha".e gone to the P_I~ offic~, the the consistency of UNH's lack of
academic. We have already spent Alumni fund, the Polmcal Science social night life. Indeed, what is
considerable time researching Sri Dep~rtment, the Dean_ of Student there to do on campus, outside of
Lank~ ~Q.d..!h~1JN.P..rocess..•W~.ha_v<: • .' ~(!a 1f~, tl)e, _
:P!~-~,~~' ~1_9~-:~•_::_rt~,_, .the Greek system? Not a hell of a
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lot.
Some Friday nights MUSO sponsors double feature movies, which
perhaps eleven people attended.
Why? Because the cheap movies
they show are so boring it is much
more interesting to stay in and
watch old Leave It To Beaver reruns
on the fuzzy dorrnatory TV.
Another wonderful function are
the dorm dances at the MUB. First
dance · of the year, attendance,
consisting mostly of freshma~, is
realtively high. Later on in the
semester though, the dance group
peters out. Where have all the
students gone? To the library? No.
The library closes at nine-a-clock
and seven-a-dock p.m. on Friday
and Saturday nights respectively.
Could they have gone to the Greek
houses, with their seemingly unending supply of beer? Most likely.
The fraternities lure all the people
away from the university sponsered
activities merely because of the
booze they serve.
The UNH theater program periodically puts on musicals, plays,
and dramas. It occasionally has an
amusing piece. So why don't more
students attend these performances? Because most of the plays either
put one to sleep in the first act, or
they put one to sleep in the second
act! The chances of seeing a good,
likeable performance is worse than
the odds of getting a good return
on Seabrook stock
Then of course, there are the
Christian retreats (for the whole
weekend). They're a lot of fun, I'm
sure. It's not every weekend that
one gets a chance to rap with God.
However, if the organization
doesn't succeed in brainwashing
the student and taking all his
money, then they will at least have
him handing Bibles out in front d.H uddleson Hall, to people whu

throw them back to him out of their
dorm windows (because they don't
want them).
So, what is the solution? Abolish
the Greek houses? Hell no! Abol.ishing fraternities would cause
students to have absolutely nothing
to do except stay in and destroy their
dorms. What should be done to
solve this dilemma?
If MUSO had more popular rock
groups come to UNH, it would help.
Two years ago they sponsored a
reggae festival, which was very well
attended. Reggae is alright. Ultimately though, the administration
needs to bring back alcohol back
into the MUB. The MUB Pub,
which in the words of senior
Richard Deucette, used to "kick ass,"
now just a distant memory of
crowded, fun filled nights at the
Memorial Union bar, must be
reinstated.
Sincerely
Christopher P. Estes

Comics
To the Editor:
Re: the University Comics page
of Friday, January 27th's issue,"Death in Heaven ... " From music
("Strange Fruit") to cinema ("The
Oxbow Incident"), lynching has
never been a very 'comic' subject.
Neither is this strip's use of God's
name, or its depiction of the use
of His word to strike a small,
sympathetic character. I find this
strip offensive, and feel that it is
also in extremly bad taste. Violence
and murder do not belong on the
University Comics page. They are
difficult enough to deal with in the
-world. Isn't the Bundy case a strong
enough statement?
Sincerely,
M.J. Tiews
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Same old song
for· men's hoop

Si~na did not allow many driv-es' t~ the hoop like this one as they walloped the 'Cats by 18
pomts. (Tony Cafaro photo)

Spikers begin campaign
By Christopher R. Moran
and they play it," said Baker.
This would seem to be the
When last we left the UNH
reason why ·they have such a
men's volleyball team, they were
strolling off into the sunset after good, deep bench. According to
Baker, of the 15 players the team
having finished first in their
is carrying this .year (which
d'ivision with a 7-1 record. But
happens to be the most ever),
that was last year.
Since then their division, ~leve_n will see consistent play.
which was already very compet- mg ume.
Do not forget however, that
itive, has expanded into an even
more competitive one, presently to have a great team one needs
composed of sixteen teams (last a gentle mixture of youth and
weekend two teams were added experience. Lending to the
and more are being considered). experience factor are senior triAs of right now, the team has captains John Albano, Jeff Pera 1-0 record in their division, ham, and Mike Stinson. Also
and has played only scrimmages playing important roles as the
setters are junior Mike Ezekial
otherwise.
Head Coach Barb Baker said and senior Mark Palmer.
One player who is off to an
that one key to the team is that they are a "really, really enthu- outstanding year is junior Chris
siastic group." It is a role playing Rice, who plays the position of
team made up of a lot of young middle front, better known as
the blocker. Baker said that
players.
·
"Everyone has a ro1f' to play, again<:t Bnst0n College last

weekend Rice went wild. "He
had 23 kills for the day, and
that's unreal!," she said.
Coach Baker said that the
team had two goals for the year.
The first was to finish in the
top eight of the division so they
could advance to the championship tournament. Baker said
that the team has a good chance
to get into the tourney.
The team's other goal is to
get "a lot of people a lot of
experience." As things stand
right now, they are well on their
way to achieving their second
goal and look strong in their
continuing battle to achieve the
first goal.
That battle will continue this
weekend when the squad travels
to Bates College on Saturday for
two divisional contests and
three non-divisional matches:

Swimmers think tourney
By David Aponovich
As the UNH swim teams
continue down the sometimes
rocky road towards the New
England Championships later
this month, team results not
withstanding, numerous
swimmers keep making their
marks in the pool.
Though the Wildcat teams
both lost to Maine last Saturday,
and the men were downed
Wednesday by Bowdoin, both
squads continue to dominate in
certain events.
Jerry Bailey, who has been the
brightest and most consistent
performer for UNH swimming
this season, was a double winner
against Bowdoin and a triple
winner versus Maine. Against
Bowdoin on Wednesday, Ba,_iley
won the 1000-yard freestyle and
missed the school record in the
200 backstroke by three-tenths
of a second.
"Bailey is outstanding as
usual," said Coach Brenda Skelley. "He can take the kind of
hard work we've been doing and
still do well (in competition)."
He also swam the lead leg of
the winning 400 medley relay
against Bowdoin.
"That was the fastest medley
relay this year," said Skelley.
"We should place well in the
New Englands." For the men,
the New Eng lands is F~bruary

stroke. Skelley predicted a top
23-25 ac Springfield College.
In the meet against Maine, showing for Hartnett at the
he again won the 1000 freestyle, New Englands.
"She's going to be in with the
as well as taking the 400 individual medley and the 500 finalists in both the 100 and 200
breaststroke," Skelley predicted.
freestyle.
Against Bowdoin, the 400
The women's team had a
freestyle relay, consisting of number of second place finishes
Henry Baker, Erik Schutz, Gary against Maine. Doherty and
Bowser and Joshua Kay won . Hartnett combined with Sharon
Bob Quinn placed second in the Jackson and Jen Brannon to
200 backstroke and third in the finish second in the 200 medley
50 freestyle. He was also part relay, a little over one second
of the winning 400 medley relay. behind the winning Maine team.
According to Skelley, co- Heather Benoit came in second
captains Kay and Quinn are in the 1000 freestyle, while
"holding their own," with con- Jackson finished second behind
t!nually fast and improving Hartnett in both the 100 and
umes.
200 breaststroke.
Finally, Schutz and Baker
Kris Mallery finished second
finished second in the 200 in both the 500 freestyle and
freestyle and 200 fly, respective- 200 butterfly. Karen Palmer and
1y. Quinn was second in the Liz Rosen finished second and
backstroke.
third in both the one and threeOn the women's side, Shan- meter dives.
non Doherty won two individual
The men also had some sucevents, the 100 backstroke cess against Maine. Henry Baker
(1 :02 . 77, a personal season · won the 100. butterfly, Quinn
best), the 500 freestyle, and was won the 100 backstroke, and
part of the winning 400 freestyle Brian Kablik took the 100
relay. _·
breaststroke. Jon Wesson fol"She's versatile," said Skelley. lowed Kablik in the breast"I think she's going to shine at stroke, finishing second. Kay
the New Englands."
was second in the 100 freestyle,
The women go to the New and Courtney Stuart came in
Englands February 17 -19 at the behind Baker in the 100 fly.
University of Rhode Island.
The Wildcats close out the
Maureen Hartnett also won regular season Saturday in a dual
twice against Maine. She placed meet at the University of Masfirst in the 100 and 200 breast- sachusetts.
I

I,

By J. Russell Pabst
It has been almost eleven
months since that magical night
in March when the UNH men's
basketball team knocked off the
number one seed Siena in the
first round of the North Atlantic
Conference Tournament.
On Monday night, Siena had
the opportunity for some revenge as they hosted the Wildcats in front of a sold-out crowd
at theAlumni-Recreation Center in Loudonville, New York.
They did not waste the chance,
as they thumped the 'Cats 9072.
.
It's been a long off-season for
Siena since the loss in Hartford
Connecticut on March 8. Fo;
those of you who might have
been out of the country at that
time, the 3-24 Wildcats shocked
the college basketball world
when they dumped 23-4 Siena,
70-63, in the NAC Tourney.
College hoop guru Dick Vitale
even went so far as to call the
UNH win· the biggest conference tournament upset of the
season.
Siena entered the game sporting an impressive 8-0 record in
the NAC (13-3 overall), which
is worlds apart from UNH's
dismal 1-8 (2-16) mark.
Senior guard Derek Counts
continued his hot streak, netting
25 points (10-19 from the field)
before fouling out late in the
second half. Counts however
was no match for Sie~a• s Jeffrey
Robinson and Tom Huerter
who combined for eight of th~
11 three-pointers for the home
team.
The game started slowly for
the 'Cats, who had to wait until
three minutes into the game
before they got their first oucket,
a Chris Perkins 14-foot jumper.
In the early going, Siena had
themselves a three point lead.
After the Siena lead grew to
eight, UNH made a run that saw
Dave Marshall sandwich a layup and short jump shot around
a pair of Keith Carpenter free
throws, and suddenly, it was a
two-point game.
·
Less · than a minute later
Robinson hit his second three~

pointer of the game and pushed
the margin up tO six points.
Counts had other ideas though,
answering Robinson with a
" trey " of his own, as well as a
six-foot jumper. The Siena lead
was then shaved to one-point,
23-22 lead.
After ~wo more three point
bombs by Siena, UNH took its
first and only lead of the game
when Marshall, Carpenter,
Counts and Perkins accounted
for eight unanswered points.
After this run, Siena might have
begun to think about that fateful
night in Hartford.
Robinson then drilled his
fourth three-pointer of the half
to tie it at 34 apiece. Huerter
then began to light up the
scoreboard with three three
pointers in the final five minutes to give Siena a 48-38
halftime lead.
In the second half, things got
tough for the 'Cats as Sienas'
three-pointers continued to
come rainin_g out of the sky.
Marc Brown got into the action
by nailing a couple of "treys,"
and the lead bulged to 13 points.
With Counts filling the hole
for_ eight of his game high 25
porn ts, UNH made a final
charge at the Siena lead. Marshall (12 points) helped the
cause by hitting a short jumper
with just under eight minutes
to play
The stage was once again set
for an upset, but this time it was
not in the cards, as Siena pushed
the lead up to 11. To Siena's
credit, they showed why they
might go places in the future
as they converted all 13 free
throw attempts down the
stretch when the Wildcats were
forced to foul and send them to
the charity stripe.
Head Coach Gerry Friel was
quick to point out, though, that
the 18 point loss did not truly
show the closeness of the game,
and that if Siena missed a couple
of free throws near the end it
could have been a much closer
contest.
Thou_gh qiany people might

B-BALLp.22

The swim teams could not get off the blocks as both lost to!
Maine; Bowdoin later downed the men. (Ben _r~ziei:, ,hoto)
'
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Sports
Eleven and counting ...
By Heather Grant
The women 's hockey team
extended its winning streak to
11 games by beating three teams
at the Theresa Humes Invitational Tournament at Concordia
University. They also defeated •
Dartmouth College Wednesday
night.
The Lady 'Cats began their
long weekend tournament _on
the right foot, soundly defeattng
Laval University behind an
amazing four goal performance
by junior Andria Hunter.
Rookie standout Shawna Davidson also had a good game
with two goals and one assist.
Freshmen Dawn Harris, Liz
Power and junior Laura Prisco,
also contributed goals in the
Wildcats' 9-1 win.
After defeating Laval, the
UNH team went on to face
Concordia University of Montreal, the hosts of the tournament. They found no difficulty
there either, outshooting their
opponents by a 33-15 margin
and winning 9-2.
Hunter was credited with two
goals as Davidson, Harris and
Prisco also scored again. Seniors
Anne Ensor and Shelly Difronzo, sophomore Carol Weston
and freshman defenseman Molly Matthews each had a goal to
top off the win.

very consistent, the ideal playThe iady 'Cats then went on er. "
to the championship game
McCurdy was happy about the
against their arch rivals, the team's performance during the
Providence College Friars.
long weekend of games.
It was an exciting game, as
"As far as last weekend's
PC came out to score two tournament goes, we were on
unanswered goals in the first a roll," McCurdy said. "We had
period while holding UNH to
our best game of the year against
only six shots. UNH improved Concordia. Sunday was mentally
in the second and got lucky on
a really tough game against
a power play goal by sophomore
Providence. I thought we could
Karen Akre. However, they have played a little bit better."
were still behind 3-1 going into
After their successful weethe final period.
kend in Canada, the team traIt was then that the New veled to Hanover to take on
Hampshire defense came Dartmouth College on Wednesthrough in the clutch, only
day night. UNH outshot their
allowing Providence only one opponent 48-24 and Davidson,
shot in the third period. Senior
Akre and Prisco each scored
captain DiFronzo scored the
goals in the 3-1 victory.
second UNH goal at 8: 19 and
Freshman goalkeeper Laura
than 10 seconds later, Akre
Stiles was given credit for the
scored her second goal of the
win and has proven very reliable
game. The game remained tied in the net. The UNH freshman
as regulation time ran out.
has compiled a 10-2 record and
Only five minutes into the
has 209 saves on the season.
first overtime period, Hunter,
Sophomore Gina Grassi (2on an assist from Prisco, scored
0) also saw some action last
the game winning goal. It was
weekend and has allowed only
her seventh of the tournament. nine goals in the six games she
Hunter was appropriately
has played this season.
named Most Valuable Player, . The team has nothing but an
and the team took .home the · uphill climb ahead of them.
championship trophy.
They take on first place Nor"Andria is good every game,"
theastern, Providence College
commented Head Coach Russ
and
Concordia at Northeastern's I The women's hockey -team-continued their winning streak
McCurdy on the MVP choice.
tournament
in Boston this wee- this past week as they won the Concordia Tournament and
"She is a tireless worker and
kend.
.
,topped Dartmouth. (Hank Ellsmore photo)

----~-----ReC-SpOris _______ _
Women's Volleyball
1. Hitchcock
0. C. Tachikara's
Devine 4th
4. Williamson 3A Spikers
5. Devine Devils

Men's Major Volleyball
1.
2.
3.
4.

Acacia 3rd Floor
0. C. Defenders
Pike A
Stonegate Underdogs

· Broomball Honor Roll

Men's Minor Volleyball (1wo or more.~oals)"
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Milwaukee's BeSt
Hunter Supreme Court
Sackett Death Thrashers
Stoke Slammers
ROTC Zipperheads
Delta Chi Sinking Spiken

Scott Chapman - Pike A
Michael Mathews - Pike A
Erik Kolden - Kappa Sigma/
Kappa Delta
Joel King - Electrolux
Chris Kelley - Frozen Bananas
Ron Tashijian _ Meis J .
.

I
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Hoop -dumps Harvard
.
By Naomi Elvove
Sparks flew in Lundholm
Gymnasium this week, ~s the .
women's basketball team conquered Harvard 71-61 on Monday night, and were defeated by
the current leader of the Sea-.
board Conferences, Maine 6561 on Wednesday. Their season
record is currently 11-8, while
they stand 5-2 in conference
play.
Monday's game started with
Harvard's women having the
hot hand . A weak defensive
~. . .
-~
.· .
~..-..----

K;is Kinney put on a show scoring 29 against the University of Maine Wednesday night,
but the Black Bears triumphed 65-61. (Ben Frazier photo)

1

.
.
were 11 points, six assists and
effort provided ~arvard w~th two steals. Junior Deb Dorsch
ample opportumty to t_a~e the had an especially good game on
ea~ly lea~. At the same pme, the the boards, pulling in nine
Crimsons tough fu,11'\ourt press rebounds.
kep~ UNH f!,O.ffi dorng much
Wednesday night's game was
scor~ng.
.
.
an important one for both
Eight mmutes were remarn- Maine and UNH. Maine occuin~ in the first h~l~, and the pied the number one spot in the
Wildcats were trailrng 23-12, conference, while the 'Cats came
when a Harva_rd foul brought in h.alf of a game behind. The
s?phomore Julie Donlon to the Lad·y 'Cats jumped out to the
lme.,She sunk her ~wo shots and lead, with Dorsch as a strong
the Cats cam~ alive and went force offensively and defensiveon a 1~-2 scormg r~m. .
.
ly.
Senior co-captarn Kris KmEleven minutes into the half
ney grabbed a key rebound ~nd . the Black Bears crept up to tie
passed th_e ball off to.Jun10r the game 21-21. For the reShelley F1tz, who tallied two mainder of the half both teams
more points. Harvard fouled countered baskets and the 'Cats
again and sophomore Michelle held a 35-30 lead ~t the half.
Brusseau sank her two chances
Due to the outstanding effort
from the charity stripe.
put forth by the team the game
Next, Donlon ~wishe? one stayed close throughout the
of her patented three-pomters second half. With five minutes
to _send the s~ore ul? to 25-23 . left in the game Maine jumped
W1th four mrnutes rn the half ahead 59-55 on a three-pointer.
Harvard creeped ahead, but For the next three minutes New
UNH m~naged to ~vercome Hampshire could not seem to
Harv~rd s spurt w1th great get the ball in the hoop, until
~hoot_rng by Brusseau and the Kinney went to the line and
rntell1gent play of Donlon. At brought the 'Cats within two
the half UNH lead 35 -33.
63-61. In a final attempt to tie
During half~ime rhe_Wildcats up the game, UNH fouled
recharged their batter_1es, deve- Maine with five seconds left,
loped a more effective game but both shots were made, and
plan and stormed ahead to stay Maine was victorious 65-61.
at the beginning of. the secon_d
Kinney scored 29 points and
h_alf. Harvard contrnued their grabbed nine rebounds. Dorsch
tigh t defe nse, but U~H man- scored 12 po in t s for U NH ,
ag~d to break t~roug~ It for key p ull ed down eight de fensive
porn ts. The W ddcat s d~fense rebounds, and got five assists.
improved and they domrnated Donlon scored 10 points, highthe boards. Put that to~eth~r lighted by two three-pointers,
and you have got a ten pomt wrn and had four assists. Brusseau
for Kathy Sanborns' ~unch.
played an intense defensive
The high scorer of the_ game game and contributed eight
was Brusseau, a career high 18 points to the cause.
P<?ints. She was followed by
The n(rxt opponent of the
Kmney (16 pts. 9 rebounds) and Wildcats is Central Connecticut
Fitz (14 pts.). Donlon's numbers
tomorrow in Connecticut.
'

